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.Ai'ter outlining· the SU(3) symmetry of strong -interactions, 
which is well sat i sf'ied experimentallY and becoming famous, we 
describe its application to weak interactions, and concentrate 
on Cabibbo's theory which assumes special properties of' weak , 
interaction currents with respect t o SU(3) . Cabibbo's theory · 
. . 
seems well satisfied experimentally, though some of' hi·S assumptions 
are on not very secure grounds . For the purpose of' checking these 
assumptions separately, we derive sum rules between experimentally 
- -
observed branching ratios and decay coupling constants. At 
present, these sum rules are satisf'ied within experimental errors, 
which are large, but may hopefUlly be reduced in the fUture. 
Pomeranehuk 's theorems have b een of' great interest in high 
energy physics, and group theoretical approaches to particles 
extend these theorems, and sometimes enable one to derive stronger 
results. It is shown in Chapter 6 what information may be ob tained . 
using SU(6) , and appears that although additional non-trivial 
results follow compared with SU(3). we may not prove anything 
definitive- such as the derivation of the conjecture of zero 
quantum number exchange dominance, :f'rom the theorem. I am 
very gratefUl t o Professor E.J. Squires of Durham University 
f'or correspondence and discussion about this. 
Following confirmation of SU(3 ) as a group suitable f'or 
the description of the purely ''internal" quantum numbe~ of' 
elementary particles, an attempt was made to try t o combine 
this symmetry with a group which accounts f'or spin conservation. 
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The first proposal along these lines was that the group SU(6) 
be a good symmetry;. this gr.oup contains both SU(3) and SU(2) 
(the spin group) as subgroups. At first sight, however , this 
scheme appears nonrelativis tic, and this resulted in a number 
of f'urther proposals for relativist ic "extension" of SU(6). 
This has resul ted in an avalanche of literature during the first 
half of 1965. Of these s chemes, we choose jus t one, which is due 
to Feza Gtirsey, and. is , in a wa:y , the mos t simple-minded of all 
the schemes, since it consists only in finding a relativistically 
covariant spin operator, which i s a non- l ocal momentum- dependent 
., 
operator. We describe t~e derivation of this in Chapters IV and 
V. In Chapter VII we show t hat the magnetic moment ~·.operator is 
simply rela t ed to w~ , the Bargmann- Wigner operator . Hence, 
according to SU(6), the ratio of proton and neutron magnetic 
moments is - .3/ 2, a result well-known i n the ntatic l imit. 
Finally , we cons ider the forms of i nteraction Lagr~~gians in 
SU(6) and show that the conventional ones, taken in the right 
combinations, lead to the desired u, c symmetry in the static 
l imit. :&'or I•eference , an appendi x on Young ' s diagrams is added. 
CHAPTER I 
OUTLINE OF SU ~3) SYMMETRY OF STRONG I NTERACTIONS . 
1. I NTRODUCTION 
It is penhaps true to say that unitary symmetry is now even 
more well-known amongst physicists who do not work "professionally" 
with it, than Regge poles were three years ago. 'rhis is due to two 
factors; the experimental verification of' SU(3) has been superb, 
' 
and the theory is easy; especially now that so many people are 
engaged in a search for higher symmetries than SU(3), which l eads 
."V" 
them to excursions into SU(6), U(l2), non-compact U(l2), 
U(6)0)·U(6), U(6, 6) and ·even non-unitary groups such as SL(6, C) 
etc. Compared with this sophisticated group theory SU(3) app~ars 
like the alphabet, (It is in fact the easiest non trivial group 
there is -- SU(2) is regarded by mathematicians as trivial), and 
I think it is not either worthwhile or called for to go rigorously . 
from A to Z of SU(3). Most of this ·1s well-known, and in general 
mos t of' what is not well-known is not worth knowing . Of' course, 
there are several different approaches to group theory in physics, 
dif'fering generally in the amount of mathema tics they contain, 
and this makes any "compl~te" coverage of the field virtually 
impossible . Instead, I shall just mention the most well-tried 
and successfUl references to the subject and content mys elf there-
after with a quic k review of' SU(3), stoppi.ng only to emphasize 
some points and review others - most of these being because of 
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their later importance in SU(6). 
Stated briefly, the idea of any symmetry is to group particles 
into families. In the hypothetical limit in which the symmetry is 
exact, all the members of a family become identical in the ir 
physical properties. Thus if electromagnetism is "turned off", 
the proton and neutron become identical (the nucleon), the sigma 
triplet also become identical, etc. SU(3) just extends isospin 
symmetry to include strange particles • . So, in t he SU(3) limit, 
the %: baryons p, n, z+ , _ :> 2... ' z ' 1\ -" ' , are 
·a t· 1 d th + 0 - K+ K- K0 , 1 en J.ca , an so are e mesons 7t , 7t , 1t , T), , , lr'. 
This limit ., of course, i s a good deal more hypothe tical, as it were ; 
than that in which electromag~1etism is absent, since for example , 
the K particle i s about q t ime s as massive as the ?t. So, in the 
theory of SU(3), a good deal of attention is paid to the breaking 
of the symmetry . In particular, if one assumes that the symmetry 
breaking term transfor ms in a particular way under the group, one 
may derive the famous Gell-Mann - Okubo mass formula, so mysteriously 
well satisfied experimentally. 
The original approach to SU(3) was through vector currents 
in weak interactions, and Gell-Mann's (1962) paper is a superb 
account of this. Ne'eman's (1961) paper is on the same subject. 
We deal with the subject of weak interaction currents and their 
~rvation in · Chapters II &III. Briefly, all vector currents 
are conserved in the limit in which all mass differences within 
a multiple t are zero. Following this, an en t irely different 
approach to the subj ect began, with the accent on strong interactions 
"only", i. e . with no reference to weak interaction currents. 'l'he 
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problem here is that we must conserve two quantum numbers, T3 
and Y (bypercharge = B + S ) and so mathematically speaking, 
we want to look f'or a group of' rank 2. Amongst the semi-simple 
groups; the choice fortunately is f'airly res.tricted being only 
SU(3), B2 , c2 and G2• G2 (an exceptional group in Cartan 's 
classification) was the only serious rival to SU(3), and b eing 
wise af'ter the event ., one can say that what success it had was 
due to the f'act that it contained SU(3) a s a .subgroup. For the 
aesthetically-minded, it had the additiona l attraction of' being 
the group associated with quaternion algebras. However; it had 
no 8 dimens·ional representation,. but only a 7, so the 1\ had 
to be singlet, and this was considered a. disadvantage. An 
excellent and comprehensive r evi ew of' the mathematiGS of' group 
theory and of' the above f'our groups as candidates f'or higher 
symmetries is by Behrends, Dreitlein, Fronsdal and B.W, Lee (1962). 
See also Fronsda1 (1962). 
These two approaches, of' Gell-MS.nn on the one hand, and of' 
Behrends et al. on the other, were compared and r eviewed by 
d' Espagnat (1962). Spe iser and Tarski (1963) reviewed a ll 
possible groups containing 8 dimensional representations, and 
their paper has a good treatment of' global prope:rties of' groups. 
We mention also de Swart's paper (1963). The problem of' breaking 
and of' the mas s f'ormula is treated by Gell-Mann (196l : and 1962)) 
Okubo (1962) and Gfl.rsey, T.D. Lee and Nauenber g (1964). Other 
reviews are by Sakura i (1963), Gell-Mann and Ne 'eman (1965), 
Gasiorowi tz and Glashow (1965 ), Lipkin (1965 ) and Cutkosky (1964). 
It is interesting as well as hi s torically accurate, t 0 note that 
unitary symmetry was first proposed in connexion with the Sakata 
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model by Ikeda, Oyawa and Ohnuki (1959}. The experimental con-
sequences and their comparison with t he facts is outlined also 
by Glashow and Rosenfeld (1963). 
2. Symmetric Sakata Model and Quarks. 
Apart from the trivial one, the lowest dimensional repre-
sentation or SU(3) is the 3 dimensional one. In the version of 
· su(3) based on the Sakata model (this version is now abandoned), 
p, n and A were assigned to this r epresentation. In the e ight-
fold way, in which all 8 baryons belong to the same representa-
tion, it appears that no particles belong to the fUndamental 
r epresentation. If there were such "fUndamental" particles, the 
suecess of SU(3) would be a lot easi er to understand and Gell-
Mann (1964b) and Zweig (unpubli8hed) suggested that perhaps such 
particles do exist. It is now beginning to be thought that they 
are fictitious, the experimental lower limit on their mass being 
~ 3 Bev. On the other hand, the existence of heayY triplets 
would explain the mass formula success (Gttrsey et al,, 1964). 
Whether or not they exist anyway, it is instructive to work with 
them and r egard ·hem as mathematical entities. Moreover, we shall 
label them., p_, n, and j\. , We can now work with three basic 
:rermion fields. 
Let us first note some :racts concern ing the representations 
of SU(3):-
(i) The Simplest r epr esentation of' transformations on a three 
dimensional vector looks like 
-5-
(Einstein summation 
I> a -7 uab ~ convention) 
-1 .,. 
u b = uab a -
We denote this by 3. Its adjoint 
also forms a r epresentation , called 3 . 
(ii) The general representation of SU(3) may be constructed 
from these simplest representations by forming tensors . The 
irreducible tensorial set is symmetric in all upper indices and 
in all lower indices . All its contractions involving one upper 
and one lower index vanish . An irreducib l e tensorial set with 
p upper and q lower indices yields a r epresentation labelled 
D(p , q) and of dimension 
~(p + l)(q + l)(p + q + 2) • 
(iii) It is often required to take the direct pr oduct of 
several representations and to extract the irreducible components . 
This procedure is f'acili ta ted with the use of Young·• s diagrams 
(see appendix) . We quote the following results : 
3 X 3 = 3 + 6 
3x3 = 3 +b 
-3 X 3 = 1 + 8 
3 X 8 ::l: 3 + b + 15 (q = 2 , p = 1) 
8 X 8 = l + 8 + 8 + 10 + ro + 27. 
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(iv) A representation with p = q is self-adjoint and of dimension 
(p + 1)3. Mesons are generally b elieved to belong to self-adjoint 
representations, and in SU(3) thes e are 1, 8 , 27 etc. Otherwise 
~(p, q) = D(q, p). 
Let us repres~nt p, n and (\ by a three-component vector 
= 
and first rewrite the classical symmetries as infinitesimal . 
unitary operations on this vector. 
I. Baryon number conservation 
II. HYPercharge conservation 
III. Charge independence - isospin invarianee 
• 
These are all exaot symmetries of' strong interactions. The jump 
to SU(3) is made by hypothesizing that~ 3 x 3 unitary matrix 
is an approsimate symmetry of the Lagrangian. In fact, we will 
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get u3 , since I and II involve the trace-baryon number is 
included in the group; if we assign it to the quarks. 
So we assume that 
is an approximate symmetry, where Qa are nine real infinitesimals 
and T are a complete set of nine 3 x 3 hermitian matrices. 
a 
Besides the five conserved currents corresponding to I, II and 
III, there are now four additional strangeness-bearing partially 
(or approximately) conserved currents 
(a) A."(~ n + •••• 
(b) (\ "(~ p + •••• 
h.c. of (a) 
h.c. of (b) 
whose divergence a are proportional to (~ - m A ) , (~ - m 1\ ) , 
and so they are conserved in the limit of degenerate baryon mass. 
As the 1\- N mass difference, however, is much greater• than the 
p - n mass difference, so are the medium-strong symmetry-breaking 
interactions much stronger than electromagnetism. 
The jump to unitary symmetry is made l ess abrupt by the 
following observation of Matthews and Salam (1962). I f to the 
classical sYmmetries I, II and III is adjoined the discrete 
operation 






which is assumed to be an approximate symmetry of the Lagrangian, 
then it follows that all of u3 must be a higher symmetry. The 
proof is easy:-
s[ l+ikQ.n 
0 )j sw 1jl ·-7 ---"1 T 
-
~ ( -z ~ )] * L l % = + 9 , 0 0 
which is a sort of isospin,. in I\ - p space. It is called by 
Levinson, Lipkin and Meshkov (1962) u-spin,. in analogy with 
I-spin and appears on the root diagram as follows. 
< 
The similarity of "I-spin, u-spin, V-spin" with childhood memories 
of verb conjugation, is due to the fact that Lipkin is one of the 
authors% 
3· Mesons 
The quark-an tiquark pseudoscalar sources 
'F r5 o/~ 
transform according t o 3 x J = 1 + 8, and so may be 
invariantly coupled to ei t her a singlet m.eson 
p ~ "(5 1j! a. , 
or t o an octet of' mesons 
if' rs pf$ a. \jf~ 
p (3 + :;: ~ , a. ~ = 0 
or to both. ExPl i ci t l y t he above expansion may b e written 
~ 1\ f)l\ + f ,"- 1\ r)r t- cf, > 1\ r) r I I 
f- ~Lit);)/\ +- ~ r O·-r :2 "2. ') +- cp 1_ 3 fY) Y\ 
-\- ~ ·~ 1 h oy· 1\ + f no·- f) )2 ) + cf)J ?\0-y- fl 
as 
So we may identif"y p21 and p23 as an isotQpic doublet wi t h 
hypercharge ( ;::; s t rangneas here ) one 
P21 = K+ 
~23 - Ko 
and their hermitian adjoints 
pl 2 - K-










The identi f'i~ation of ,7e0 fellows from demanding that"?t+, 
?:..,. and 7C0 form an isotriplet, as do pn, np and ( pp - nn)/ J2, 
" " 
so 
= ?to • 
This givee seven of the mesons~ The remaining one, now 
called ./ • corresponds to 
= 
and was predicted by SU( 3). It has been discovered at 550 Mev. 
We may now write out the meson matrix explicitly 
_2_ 
K -1/6 1 l(c 
f _1 -~ - ~ct- +- II vG ~ 71+ 
\ 
and it is traceless, as required for SU(3). 
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In matrix notation, then, the invariant interactio .D 
becomes 
and the symmetry operations become 
tor finite tranGfQrmation u, and f9r infinitesimal trans-
formations 
where T is an arbitrary hermitian matrix, and e is infinitesimal. 
Note that transformation I acts trivially on p - the mesons have no 
baryon number. 
4. Baryons a,nd Resonances 
As far as the Sakata model is concerned, all is well up to 
thi s point. But now;. one has to ask, where do 2_ and .::5 go? 
We can get more baryons by looking for bound states of meson 
and Sakaton , which will transform like 
3 X 8 = 3 + 6 + 15 • 
A word is called for here about how to determine the iso-
spin and strangeness .content of an irreducible representation: 
y 
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the dimensionali ties we can fine easily from the Young diagram 
technique. The rule for weight diagrams ( VD) is: (see Speiser, 
1964) take wn1 , bring its centre (the point 0, 0) without 
rotation successively over every weight of wn2, and ~k the 
places of wn1 • Ve then get~ diagram with, in general, quite 
a few degenerate weights . In SU (3) the rule for reducing this 
diagram is that ae we go inwards from the outermost (non-
degenerate) "layer" of weights, the degeneracy· can increase only 
by steps of 1 for each layer. ~ e can then finally check the 
dimensions from t he Young diagram reduction. 
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L fits into 6 or 15, whereas - fits only into 15. But 
the remaining resonances, which should go into these representa-
tions, have spin 3;2, and clearly all the particles in one 
representation have the same spin and parity. For these and 
0 
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other reasons, the Sakata model was abandoned, and its place taken 
by the eightfu.l d way, in which all the baryons are placed to .. 
geth~r in an eight-dimensional representation. Sa we have the 
baryon octet 
+ -
- 2._ 1\ 
v6 













A Lo +_ 2 
t/6 n-
(\ -;;o z+ -« vT 
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where, of course, the trace i s an invariant in U 3_. -To construct invariant trilinear interac tions in~. ~ and 
p, .since there are t wo i ndependent traces of three matri ces, 
Tr ( ~ Y
5 
~ ~) and r ( ~ Y
5 
p t ), in general we take a linear 
combina tion suggested by Gell-Mann, and write .the interaction 
Lagrangian as 
and ~f/ ~! is call ed the f/d ratio. . Experimentally (see e.g. 
~ artin and Wali ( 1963 ) . and (1964) and Cutkosky ( 1963~, the f 
parameter was determined to be between 0. 25 and 0.45, where 
f + d = 1. SU(6) in fact fixes the f/d ratio to be 2/3 (see 
.. 
e.g. Gursey, Pais and Radicati (1964)), giving f = 0.4. 
In the eightfold way, baryon~eson resonances have to be 
assigned to one of the r epresentati ons appearing in the product 
decomposition 
-
1 r ll 
_-) 
J_ r o 
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To accommodate the N >rz. , >h. • r e s·onance , we IJIUst use either 
the 27 or 10 representations , as only t h ese have I = 3;2 states. 
The pr oblem was really to decide between these. It was made a 
lot easier by the fact t hat, in the representation 10 the weight 
diagram is triangular, as shown below, and in such representations, 
the mass formul a f ollows an equal spacing rule with respect to 
isotopic rnul tiplets (see Gla.show and Sakurai, 1962): 
() 0 0 N33 1238 Mev. 
0 0 0 yl 1385 Mev 
<.l I) ·-"" 1532 Mev ( predicted and 
found) 
0 5)_-
1679 ( do. ) 
Thus was predicted a t 1532 Mev, which agrees with 
the measured mass, and Jl_- was then predicted at 1679 Mev. It 
was found (V.E. Barnes et al., 1964) as is well known, at 1676 
+ - 20 Mev. This brilliant success confirmed the eightfold way 
as against the Sakata model ( 10 does not appear in 3 x 8) 
and also 10 as against 27 for fermion resonances. 
The other predictions and successes (and failures) of SU(3) 
will not be discussed here, but they are to be found in the 
numerous reviews mentioned earlier. 
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CHAPTER II 
SYMMETRY PROPERTIE§ OF WEAK I N ERAC~ION 
1. Introductory remarks on weak interactions. 
Weak interactions may more or less uniquely be defined as 
those interactions which cause the decay of spin i+ baryons and 
-0 mesons w1 th parity viol ation, and those interactions involving 
neutrinos. They may be divi ded into 3 classes:-
(a) Purely leptonic. There is only one example of this type, 
-p ---} e 
(b) Leptonic (or semi-leptonic) . These involve both s~rongly 
interactitlg particles (hadrons) and leptons. The most well-
known example is ~-decay:-
n-"> p + e ( 1) 
Strange particle decays also come into this category:-
!\ -7 p + e - + ·ve ( 2) 
(c) Non-leptonic. These involve no leptons:-
• 
ince we are eventually going to consider what unitary 
symmetry has to say about weak interactions, and unitary symmetry 
is concerned only with hadrons, we do no t consider class (a) at 
all. Since, in addition, there are extra difficulti es associa t ed 
with non-leptonic pr oces ses, we shall not cons i der class (c) 
either. Let u s say in pas sing, though, that unitary symmetry 
has been applied t o non-l eptonic p rocesses, with s ome good 
success. ( Cabibbo (1964), Sugawara (1964), B.W. Lee (1964), 
and for su 6 , Babu ( 1965)). 
So we cons i der class ( b ) . xamples (1~ and (2) a re 
archetypal as far as selection tules are con cerned, since (1) 
has ~ I = 1, i.\ S = 0 and ( 2 ) has L3 I = -!, Ll S = 1, 
for the participa ting harlrons. All leptonic decays can be 
described by one of these t wo selection rules. In principle, 
the selection rule ~ s = 1, .1 I = 3; a is possible, for example 
in 
I = 1 3 
+ 
and in 1963 it looked as if this reaction might actually be taking 
place, but the evidence now is consistent with no such reaction. 
Also, reactions with 6 S = 2, such as 
-=- 7' n + e + \) e 
dO not occur, we t hink. So we are left with the types 
.DI = 1, 6 8 = 0 ( 1) 
LJI = i .6 8 ::: 1 ( 2) 21 
In the language of fi eld theory, if we want to write down 
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the simplest hamiltonian, describing s ay, ~-decay , we put 
T·he next s im;plest one we put down by analogy with the 
vector na ture of electromagnetic interactions , and so, following 
Fermi; we put 
The y
5 
is put in to get the right behaviour in the 
static limit. 
2. (V - A) Fermi intera ction. 
( 3) 
This is almost good enough, but not quite. We know that 
weak interactions Violate parity conservation, so; since the 
observable is proportional to IH\ 2 , to .get a pseudoscalar 
observable we must have H composed of the sum of two terms of 
opposite parity. The interaction 
H = ~ v 'tr~{V\ ~3r(,~or)+-v 
+ d 4 f !,r 'f)-~"' lh~ 1/ ( I~ Y r) {- ·v 
(~) 
accomplishes this. This is very. close to Fermi's interaction, 
but was arrived at 23 years later~ In eq. (4), V and A stand 
for vector and axial vector, as describing the way the proton 
and neutron enter the interaction. It would be nice if 
Sv = gA' and we woul d then get the so-called V - A interaction. 
This is not exactly the case, but will b e explained later: in 
-20-
fact we have v- 1.2 A approximately. 
We call the objects 
-\jl 0 \jl , where 0 = 1, y5' y)J., YIJ.Y5, ~, currents, 
and we now have the important results that {a) weak interactions 
are described by a hamiltonian of the form 
{hadron current) x {lepton current) 
and each current is a combination of vector (y!J.) and axial vector 
{ y IJ. y 5 ) terms only. In the case of the lepton current the form is 
exactly V - A, but for the haiaons is V - xA where x F 1 i s 
caused by renormalisation of A. 
Originally one believed x = 1, and the V - A form is famous. 
At the time {c. 1958, 1959) various theoretical arguments were put 
forward which l ead uniquely to this form of interaction. The most 
important are {i ) chirality invariance {Marshak and Sudarshan, 
1958) and (ii) t e two component formulation of Dirac spinors by 
Feynman and Gell-Mann {1958). There is an excellent discussion 
of these theories in the recent review by WU {1964). The reason 
that we mention them here is that there is an interesting new 
proposal by zachariasen and Zweig {1961 ), in connexion with {ii) 
and the Christenson-Cronin-Fitch-Turlay {1964) observation of 
K2° -7 2?t, which seems to imply the breakdown of CP invariance. 
The point is that the V - A hamiltonian respects CP invariance, but 
if we include other currents {s , T, ~ ) we may succeed in violating 
both parity and CP, Now Gell-Mann and Feynman arrived at {V- A) -
with the reasoning that derivative coupling of two-component spinor 
fields is forbidden. Thjs is some sort of criterion of ~lementarit¥ 
of the particles participating. But if we believe in quarks, we 
may abandon elementarity at the level of so-far-observed particles, 
-21-
an~ include s, T, P currents, thus getting CP violation. ·This is 
!I 
also the basis of Gell-Mann•s U(l2) symmetry, based on com-
mutation relations of such quark-currents. 
3. The Conserved Vector· CUrrent HYpothesis. 
(a) Description. 
Let us consider again the decays 
and 
n -7 p + e + .Ye.. 
and let them be described by coupling constants g~ and 
{gv, gA.) where gV,A is the coefficient of the (v, A) current. 
Now, from experiments on the + 0 -7 
in the beta-decay is found to be within ? per cent of the Fermi con-
stant g~ of ~-decay. This excellent agreement is not really a 
blessing., but a puzzle, since in beta decay we expect strong renor-
malisation effects from the virtual emission and reabsorption of 
pions and baryons. This renormalisation, of course, is not present 
in ~ decay. To explain this unexpected agreement, Feynman and 
Gell-!~nn (1958) and earlier Gershtein and Zeldovich (1955) proposed 
the conserved vector current (eve) theory. 
The idea behind this is magnificently simple. Let us think 
in terms of physical processes. Nucleons can emit and absorb 
virtual pions such as n ~ n + 1t0 ~ + ••• 
'rherefore, a neutron exists for only a fraction of its lifetime 
K Feynman et al. 1964. 
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as a bare neut:von: the rest of its life it exists as a proton 
surrounded by a negatively charged pion cl oud or as a neutron 
surrounded by a neutral pion cloud 1 etc . +'he neutron in the 
latter state is called a ~eased or physical neutron to differen-
tiate it from a bare neutron, In· the old beta decay theory, 
only the bare nuoleon 1 and not the dressed nucleon, is assumed 
to undergo beta decay. Therefore, a nucleon undergoes beta decay 
only f'or a fraction of' its lifetime, and t he ef:f'ective coupling 
strength of' the nucleon must be proportionately reduced or 
renormalised by the fraction of time spent as a dressed nucleon, 
On the other hand, a muon does not have strong interactions. 
Its Fermi interaction strength needs no r enormalisation. Therefore 
the effective coupling constant in muon decay should equal the 
intrinsic one . So it was a mystery why the effective strength of' 
the vector couplings in both· b eta and muon decay were found to be 
equal within 2 per cent . Feynman and Gell-Mann said that the 
answer is that the pions carry with them the beta interaction 
strength when they are virtually emitted from the nucleons 
'J e.. 
/- - e. 'Ve. 
'\Jc, 
§~ -e. (\ r ./ 
, e__ li -o Ti 'Jvl 'li 0 r ,, 
/ 
n ~\I f n p f Y\ ~ r 
(bare) 
Fig. 1 . Feynman diagram of' the decay of the physical neutron. 
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(see Fig. 1) and so the vector part o~ the nuclear beta interaction 
is so arranged as to have no renormal isation effect~ 
(b) Analogy wi th electromagnetism. 
To think up how to actually roite down this condition, we 
realise that there is a direct electromagnetic analogy . Consider 
the electron and the proton. The electron i s a simple object -
a Dirac particle with a point charge (except :for small radiative 
corrections)- whereas the proton is a very complicated object 
containing a meson cloud surrounding a bare nucleon core. Yet t he 
total charge of the proton, which one measures in low ener gy 
electron- proton seattering , i s the same as the proton charge one 
would measure if' there were no pion interaction. In fact , all -
interactions are arranged in such a way that the el ectric charge o~ 
the proton is the same whether it is bare or dressed. 
How do we achieve thi s equal i ty in electromagnetism? First, 
electric charge conservation holds in the process 
P &---=? n + ?t+ 
i . e . the ?t+ has the same charge as the proton. Second , even when 
the proton is in the 11dissociated 11 state , the interaction of' the ?t+ 
with the electromagnetic field is the same as that of the proton. 
(Fig . 2) . Mathematically , the vector potential A~ couples to the 
conserved charge cux-rent which consists of the ~ of the p and ?t+ 
currents . Of' course, if the pion interaction with the electromagnetic 
fi eld were different from the proton interaction , such as happen s 
for the magne t ic moment , this conservation law would not hold. So 
the magnetic momen t of the physical proton differs from that of' the 
{ 
~o f ('/' i ~:I 
t'l_ r . - 'if~ + · 1i-r . .71 ' "-+ ' . 'h 
f r r t'\ t f 1'\ 
Fig, 2, Feynman diagram of the e - m interaction of the 
physical proton, 
bare proton, 
Let us now write all this down in terms of equations. 
p 
Th e charge current for a proton is given by the space and t~e 
components 
::: r t; ,trf) 
~ 
~ ~ e ~ ) 
A neutron, of course• has no charge current. Since 1:
3 
= + 1 for 
proton and 1J = - 1 for neutron, we may write the nucleon charge 
current as 
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decomposing into isoscalar and isovector parts. 
.s 
J~ 
Now conservation of t hi s current impl · es conservation of 
and jv separately. Conservation of j 8 implies conserva-
~ ~ 
tion of the numb er of nucleons. But jV is no t conserved by 
~ 
itself unless we ~ the pion contr ibution, i.e. 
and this corresponds to the Feynman diagram of fi g. 2. Note t hat 
if we are to derive the conserved current from a Lagrangian and 
action principle, we must therefore include a pion term in the 
Lagrangian. Hence we may not regard the pion as just a nucleon-
antinucleon bound state (as in the Fermi-Yang model) but must 
regard it as in some sense •elementary•. 
(c) Formulation of eve theory. 
For a conventional vector beta intera ction, the nucleon 
current i s given by 
- + 





= J"L + p 
for ~+ decay. 
These currents are very similar to the electromagnetic 
isovector current. In fact, JV3 J+ and J~ are the three 
ll' ll ,.,. 
components of the same isotopic spin current J • 
- ll 
Feyrunan and Gell ann ( 1958) suggested that, just as for 
electromagnetisijl, we must supplement the nucleon current by a 




Physically this is equivalent to attributing the same 
beta-interaction strength to the direct pion-lepton as to the 
baryon-lepton vertex, as in Fi g. 1. Since the strong i n teractions 
~ 
ane charge independent, we have conservation of i sotopic spin I 
a generalisation of conservation of charge , i,e, of r
3 
• So the 
Feynman - Gell-Mann hypothesis amounts to the assumption tha t 
the total isotopic spin current, including nucleon and pion 
(and any other particles that happen to be around and that have 
isospin ) ter.ms, is conserved. 
The analogy between the beta interaction and electromagnetism 
' 
may be illustra ted by the following table (see Vu, 1964). 
Electrodynamics Vector ~ interaction 
' 
i Coupling constant e 1 vi &v 





Field Potential A 'f Y < 1 + Y 5)w ~ e J..t 
eJ 3 A 1 +-Interaction Hamiltonian r/2 ¥~ *eY~(l + Y5)tve •, ~ ).J. 
4. Can Other Current be Conserved? 
( a) Strange vectol' currents. 
The thing we must be careful of is that we al ways know what 
we ~ when we advocate conserving a particul ar current. Ve have 
just seen that the eve hypothesis, when appli ed to t h e current in 
beta de cay, is equivalent to conservation of the isospin current, 
and is therefore equivalent to conservation of isospin in strong 
interactions. This is a beau t iful and remarkable connection 
between s trong and weak interactions, and is the app roach used 
by Gell- Mann (1962) in hi s cl as sic pap er on unitary symmetry. 
If we adopt this philosophy, then it is. quite meaningful to 
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talk about conservatlon of the strange vector current, since 
strang e virtual mesons surrounding, say a 1\ particle·, will 
be -a K ' and· in analogy wi th the previous case, eve will now 
say that -a K has the same coupling to ( e- :Ve) as has. 
In other words, the (A~)(e- zye) coupling constant is _ 
renor.malised. This, of course, need not be experimentally horne 
out by the facts, but this is what we mean by a conserved 
strange vector current. 
(b) Axial vector current. 
It is a natural question to ask whether we may also conserve 
the axial vector current. £here was, in fact, a lot of talk 
about this round about 1959. 
Let us first notice that in beta decay , the axi al coupling 
constant is larger t han the vector coupling cons tant 
1.2 
so gA is not renor.malised, but it is tempting to think it 
almost is, i.e., it is in the limit of something having zero mass. 




~ ~ ( r I ) ~ ~ ( }:) } )~ / ~ Q 
j r - r 
( i) We can easily show that, if jA is conserved, pion 
decay is forbidden. The decay is determined by the matrix 
element 
j~L) = lepton current 
because ~ is a pseudoecalar. 
From Lorentz inv.ariance 
where q~ is the pion momentum. Current conservation then 
demands 
0 - . A I <ol c~>.~~ ">-
f.l. = pion masf:l 
so c = 0 
or f.l. = 0 
So we still could have conservation of the axial current in the 
limit in which the pion mass vanishes. This is the supposed SU( 3) 
symmetry 11. t of Gursey, Lee and Nauenberg ( 1964). 
(ii.) Splitting up the axial vector current into isoscalar 
and 1sovector parts, as we did previously, if we conserve each 
part, we gst conservation of chirality (i.e. "'handedness") and 
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and " isotopic chirality" ( see e . g . Nambu , 1962) . Then we can 
"double" our groups and get , f or example SU( 3)L x SU( 3)R where 
L and R stand for r i gh t and left handed spinors. This was pro-
posed by Gell-Mann ( 1964a), but leads to a doubling in the number 
of part ·· cles predicted - for each positive (negative) par ity 
particle, we predict a negative (positive) parity one. Thi s is 
not seen experimentally, so the scheme is generally discredited. 
Also, for the current to be conserved, we require the baryon 
mass = 0 
(iii) What we do in practi ce i s to postulate a • partially 
conserved axial current " ( PCAC), embodied in the famous 
Goldberger-Treiman relation , which relates the divergence of 
t he axi al current to t he pion mass. But let us ment ion that, 
to achieve an ynrenorrnal1sed g A , i. e . gA = ~' it is !lSU 
sufficient to ass e a conserved axi al cur rent naively; we 
must also have zero nucleon mass (or baryon mass , in gener al ) . 
This was pointed out by Treiman (see Pais and Treiman (1964)). 
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CHAPTER I I I • 
WEAK I NTERACTIONS AND UNITARY SYMMETRY 
1. The Idea of Universali~ty. 
( a ) Di s cus sion. 
In the l a st chapter we cons i dered what sort of inter-
action Hamiltoni an to write down for the weak interactions, and, 
improving on Fermi's original version, to account for parity 
violation, we ar rived a t t he fo rm 
where j~L ) = iVe Y 1-l ( 1 + Y 5) t v 1:: ( V - A) lep ton current 
and J i-l = V - xA hadron current. 
·I 
This is called a current-current intera ction. we believe that al l 
weak inter actions may be described by a cu rrent-current inter-
action, even if it is only an •· effective " one. By this we mean 
that probably t h e "true" Hamiltonian (if we believe in 
Hamiltonians) i s not of t h i s f orm, which becomes very singul ar 
at hi gh ener gies, and so we cons i der f or i nstance a f orm 
~ = g J W where W is an intermediate boson . But i f t h e 
1-l 1-l 1-l 1 irn i t 
boson has hi gh mass ( which i t has - the lower/ i s now t'\.11 · r BeV) 
t hen we get an effective inter~ction as above. So now t hat all 
i n teractions are of t h e same ~, we may ask , are they all of 
t he same strength? That i s , are all the coupling constants equal? 
A relation bet ween th e coupling constants , the simpler the better , 
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is then equivalent to some sort of uni_yeraality of the weak inter-
actions. 





6. s ;;::.--0 
(i;) 
~here the things in the circles are schematic, e.g. pn means any 
non-strange combination of particles (current) and PA means a 
t ~ t +_ 1. curren o s rangeness = The relevant coupling constants 
are g1 , s2 and g3 • 
for 1-1. decay~ 
g1 is the purely leptonic coupling constant 
Let us summarise what we may say about the vector and 
axial vector parts of g1 , g2 and g3
• 
(i) Vector partr-
( . ' 
\ 11) 
v hat is g2 ? 
What is s3 ? --
If eve holds, then measured 
g2 = "real" ( unrenormalised) g2• 
There is approximate eve for ~S = 1 
(it is broken because of the large mass 
differences between strange and non-strange 
r 
(ii) Axial Vector Part:-
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particles) . So i n an approximate 
sense we can meaningfully talk 
about = etc. 
Si nce t her e is no eve , we cannot really 
talk abou t unrenormalised coupl ings . 




Let us fi rst note that in practice g~ ~ gi as we saw 




~ /V l 
g2 5 • 
s = 0 decays by a fa ctor of about 5, 
Let us sta:rt from the simplest pos sibility and continue 
until we. reach something which is physically reasonable. 
(i) Naive Universal Fermi Interacti on (UFI) 
= g 2 = • 
This i s fl a tly contradi cted by experi ment, but g1~ g2 
experimentally. 
( ii ) Less naive UFI 
S = 1 processes are outsi de the uni vera ali ty s cheme, 
and g1 = g 2., g3 unrelated. 





(iii) SU 3 tells us tha t 11 S = 1 and A = 0 processes are 
r elated, since it rela tes strange and non-strange particles. 
Gell-Mann - eabibbo hypothesis for UFI:-




gl = g2 + g3 
( g2 = gl COB 3 
( 
Then if we put 
~ g3 = gl sin e 
then g 1 and e are unrelated, and we can determine e f rom 
experiment. We discuss this in the next section . 
2. Cabibbo's Theorz. 
We shall discuss Cabibbo' s assumptions an d the:ir implications 
one at a time., 
(a) ~eak intera ction selection rules. 
It is observed that al l experimentally observed weak inter-
actions are consistent with the selecti on rules 
6 s = 0 ' ~I = 1 
~s £\ Q 1, • ~I ~ = = • • = 
and that 
~ s 6. Q • .6I 3/2 = - , • • = 
and 
_b.S = 2 
decays do not occur. -
Therefore there are t wo sorts of currents, both charged, 
with S = o, I = 1 and s = 1, I = i. Cabibbo assumes that 
these currents transfonn like an octet under ~ u 3 • This assump tion 
is very convenient, since an octet will contain no more charged 
currents. If b s = - D. Q or ,6S = 2 decays do appear, then 
these currents would have to be assigned to a 10 or 27 representation. 
(b) 
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Cabibbo assumes that the vector part of J 
IJ. 
is in the same 
octet as the electromagnetic current. This then automatically 
implies QYQ f'or both 6 S = 0 and ~ S = 1 processes. The 
vector current octet with them looks like 
/j. 5 ~i 
6 :t ==- '11-
su3 has a very advantageous f'eature, the f'amous f/d ratio, 
which often enables one to f'ix things up by using the arbitrariness 
of' this ratio. This is precisely what we do here, f'or determining 
gAigv• 
The point is that a current is made up of' two particles, 
both of' which belong to an octet, and so the current may belong 
t o any ~of' the two octets in the resulting decomposition 
8 x 8 = 27 + 10 + IO + 88 + 8a + 1 
and in general will belong to a linear combination. The two octets 
may be arranged so that they are respective ly symmetric and anti-
symmetric in the component particles , as indicated above . So in 
general we ·have an amount f of' 8~ and an amount d of' 8 
~ sy mr1 . 
Hence the arbitrary f'/d ratio. Ho ever, the vector current 
octet must be cons ierved, i.e. 
= 0 
and hence must be an f'-type octet. For the axial current , we still 
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have both f and d types. We shall see later that for ~-decay 
f + d 
f' = 1 + d . f • 
SU (6) determines the f/d ratio and gives gAfgv = 1.67, 
which is, of course, too large. One argues that symmetry breaking 
reduces this, but this suggestion has some of the properties of 
a pious hope. 
(c) The relative strength of 6 S = 1 and 6 8 = 0 decays is 
now determined by an angle e. Cabibbo assumes that this angle 
is the same for jA as for jv. It is possible to verify this, -
and the indications are certainly that this is so. If so, it is 
a remarkable thing, that axial and vector currents point in the 
same direction in SU(3) space, as it were. 
We may find QA :rrom comparing the decays ?t ~ ~v and 
K ~ ~v, both of which take place with axial currents only 
(0- ---7 vac. ). In fact 
(' (K-+ --7~-v) 
r lil+-/'v) 
and hence = 0.257 • 
9y is :round :f'rom the decays K+._, 1t0 + e + + v and 
+ - 0 + 7t -7 ?t e v both of which are 0- ~ o- (Fermi ) transitions 
and so are vector interactions only. So we get (see the next 
section for details) 
9y = 0.26 
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and the two angles coincide to within experimental errors. 
3. Discussion of Cabibbo's ·~I.1l:eorr•· 
(a) The quantitative results of Cabibbo's theory rest on the 
assumption that the ~ S = 1 currents are not renormalised at 
all. This would in fact be the case if unitary symmetry were 
exaeb. But it is broken, and in particular there is an appreciable 
~- K and N -L mass difference. Sakurai (1964) has estimated 
the effect of the breaking, and derived a corrected value of e, 
which is smaller than Cabibbo's G. 
(b) In terms of e, one can now express g2 ( 1::. S = o, ~I = 1) 
and g 3 ( 6 S = 1, 6I = %) in t erms of g1 , and one gets 
coupling constants of the right onder. of magnitude. The most 
important result is 
which then gives, using Cabibbo's value of e, a 6 per cent dis-
crepancy between the coupling constants of beta decay and ~ decay. 
This has overshot however, sinee the actual discrepancy is about 
2 or 3 per cent. Using Sakurai's corrected e (see above) we 
get the right value for g2 • 
In any case, it is extremely interesting that we have a 
relation be tween the strangeness conserving and strangeness 
violating decays,on the one hand, and the purely leptonic ~decay 
which is not at all related t ·o the strong interactions, on the 
other hand. Needless to say, the ~eason for this i s not at all 
understood. 
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(c) It is important to test separately the vector and axial 
vector part of the Cabibbo theory, since the assumptions about 
the axial ve.ctor atte on less secure · grounds. The assumptions 
are two- (i) that the axial currents really do belong to the 
same octet. Stated equivalently, that the f/d. ratio is the 
same f'or the S ;:: 0 and (S\ = 1 axial currents; (ii) that 
the angle e is the same for the axial as for the veetor oetet. 
Making these assumptions separately, . we derive sum rules for 
already existing exper imental branching ratios and coupling 
constants, to help t .o decide h.ow good the assumptions are. We 
discuss this in the next section. 
(d) It is interesting that e is small. Various speculations 
have been made about what e would be if unitary symmetry were 
exact. Of course, there is no guiding principle here, you have 
to invent your own. 
The first thing that comes to mind is the possibility that 
e = 0 in the SU(3) limit. This would mean that s trange particle 
/ decays are forbidden {Oehme and Segre, 1964). 
Assuming that neutral currents do not play a part in the 
octet (they are absent in leptonic decays; but not of course in 
non-leptonic ones), and also that the photon b e placed in the 
same octet as the hypothetical intermediate boson; Matthews and 
Salam (1964) have shown that in the exact symmetz•y limit, we 
should have cos e = (1 + J3 )/2 J2 • which agrees with 
Cabihbo!s value. 
Using di:f'ferent rea13oning, Oehme (1964) makes a case f'or 
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m?t -
which is numerically about right . Here , one assumption i s that 
the .di rec tion o~ the curr ent in unitary space is determined by the 
SU(3 ) br eaking t erm in the strong Hamil t onian . 
4. Tests o~ Cabibbo ' s Theory . 
( $ 
For convenience- l et us ~irst proceed according to Cabibbo' s 
assumptions . In SU(3 ) ., the baryon and antibaryon octets are 
described by the ~ollowing matrices 
- - ---.- <I A z- -L -- -vr: 16 
-_..-0 _ A ? () - - - 2-- .?~ - .--
) 1[-r. Vb (\ 
)_I\ 
r -rf vT 
The strangeness conserving weak current has Y = o, I = 1 
-+ l and so transforms like L. ., i . e . the element J 2 of the current 
octet . Similarly J~ trans~orms like p wi th y = 1 , I = 1h 
and so i s the strangeness changing current . So , according t o 
Cabibbo , the matrix element o~ the weak current taken between 
baryon states C and D i s 
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We assume tha t the currents J~ belong to an octe t and so the 
matrix elements are r elated to each other by SU(3) Clebsch-
Gordan coefficients : 
(1) 
where the C' s are the coefficients required to make 
( C ; ~~ T { -~ ~ fZ, ~) 
). 
a unitary scalar and Ais the so-called reduced matrix element . 
Equation (1) i s the Wigner-Eckart theorem. The C-coeff'icients 
can be obtained by reference to tables (e. g . de Swart , 1963) . 
Her e , however, we shall derive t he s e in a simple wayw 
We want to contract the indices ao as to make B ~ Be Ji 
a. ([' j 
an invariant. Since the trace of matrices is invar iant under 
SU(3) (this is what S stands for~) we f'orm the traces 
Tr (JBB) and Tr (JBB) • 
Since there are three matrices involved i t is clear that 
these are the only two independent traces . It is more u sua l t o 
f'orm the following symmetric and antisymmetric combinations : 
These are called D and F type respect i vel y and the r educed 
matr i x e lement for these two cases will be denoted by D and F. 
For the strangeness conserving decays, we want t he ma trix 
element of' J~ which goes with t (D - F )( BB)2 + (D + F )(BB )j?, 
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where the explicit expressions for (BB}~, and (:BB); are given 
below: 
~--] - -....... -
Similarly for the strangeness changing current we form 
where 
--) ·- ( 2o A ) - ~ f 1/),- ,;~ -nZ + 21\;:;-} - c;,_ t/6 
So it is a simple matter to write down the following matrix elements! 
1. Strangeness-conserving decays 
< r I ·y~ l n / 
( 1\ t-r ~ \ T-/ 
'D + F 
- 2 J) 
((6 
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_.) 3 > 
-»-r- ,::::-
D- 3 ~ 
(6 
Cabibbo assumes that JV belongs to the same octe t as the 
electromagnet i c current , so is conserved, and so is pure F t ype . 
From above, we can see that the coeff'icient D should be zero, 
f'or the isospin current J2 which is just the step-up operat or 
for isospin cannot induce transition which is, 
f'rom above , pure D type. Also f'ollowing Cabibbo we introduce 
the coefficients cos Q for J2 and sin Q f'or Jj• Thus we have 
the f'ollowing table 
Decay v I A Br anching ratio 
according to UFI 
n ~ p+l+v cos e (D+F)cos e 
I + + 
-'l 1\ + l +V 0 -J~n cos 9 
-
I\ ____, p+l-+v J ~ sin e 1 Jb'(D+3F ) sin e 1.4 o;., 
z. - -- (-D+F ) 5.1 ''7o --" n+ t +v sin Q sine 
- -- -J~ sin (l V1(D-3F) 7o ~ ---'"'>A + l +V sin e 1.4 
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Now let us make more general assumptions, and not assume that 
the angle Q is the same for vector and axial vector currents, and 
also not assume that the f/d ratio is the seme for the strange as 
for the non-strange current (i.e. that these currents transform 
like members of' the same oct.et) 111 
Let us call the coefficients of the symmetric and anti-
symmetric terms respectively d and f ror the strangeness 
conserving current, and D and F for the strangeness changing 
current. Let us in addition represent the relative strength of 
the strangeness conserving and strangeness changing currents by 
Cv and Sv f or the vector current and CA and SA for the 
axial vector current. Then we may draw up the following table 









z. 1-. I . ,___ 
11 --v I vI + <'-t It/ 
A -
-j lCF+ E.); 
L ) If 
(D-F) fit 
!L v] lc4 




The deeays + K -7 tJ.V and ?t+-4 tJ.V are both axial vector 
decays, and we may write 
r(K+~/v) \... 
._ ~ MK 










The decays and + 0 + ?t -~ ?te + v are both 
0- ~ 0- transitions , and s o are due to vector interactions 
only. Hence we may wri t e the amplitudes as (see , e.g., Dalitz;. 
1964) 
1\+--') ""' e 4-...; Lf++fo~~ < 1\+ I 
v 
) 1\' > Cv T D. .s -::=-a 
\(+ ~ ~e--+-.,J ·. ' v c~+-+" r ~0 }r < k+) -:r .ll r -=---/ }rt>S'v 
~n the SU(3) limit there is only one form ~actor in Ke3 decay) . 
v 
{;: (;f ) Cv NOW · 
and _;.... .;-;: G-v ;· 
2 I c v 
The relative factor of 1h is f'rom the SU(3) Clebsch-Gordan 




where ~ = l""- tr+ - M.11.:) and R0 is a recoil factor, here having 
the value 0.94. Similarly 
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and the recoil factor R1 has the value R1 = 0.571. 
So 
r c K~ ,r\:,+-) ) 
r (. -0---;> ~ ef -J) 
Thus we may compile the followi ng!-
(A} -
([~) -






G'~"' ........ v 
-,_ 
- c v 
--





(~). - rCL<-y-J) --(' (1\-/~) 
r (k+~\1°e v) 













Where the first 4 branching ratios have been derived from 
the universal Fermi interaction (see e.g. Feynman and Gell-Mann, 
1958 ). 




In order to Q.erive any relations between the equations (1) 
we IlJ.!Jlst use at least 3 assumptions. We therefore choose the sets 
(i), (ii) and (iii), and (i), (ii) and (iv), In other words, 
we always have an "angle" characterising the relative strength 
of strangeness conserving and strangeness changing processes. 
OUr two sets of assumptions are (a ) the same angle for vector 
and axial vector currents (b) the same f/d ratio for strangeness-
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changing and str angeness conserving axial vec t or curr ents . 









+2 S):; rs; v -
using the notation of equation (1) and 1... 
~ 
_ 1..-
~ --.. / · ) 7.--- X (o 











/1- . ( 0 
Using Willis's results (1964), equations (2) and (3) give 
LftS. = '3 ·0G [!., ~J J 
(oi(~~~)~to_?-~ )~3(~~:)~co-~~s-u-(;-:;)~c0 - ~ fJ) 
where the figures in brack t s are consistent with the experimental 
errors. The square roots of the fi rst two terms of equation (3) 
are the tangents of the Cabibbo angles, giving 
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(For equa~ion (3,), ~he lifetimes and bt"anching ratios ~were taken 
f'rom Roos ' s tables (1963) and the branching ratio for ?t+ -7 'IC0 e+v 
f'rom Wu (1964)). 
(b) Same f/d ratio. We get the sum rules 
f1-c ~1 
f,_t "") +-{~ t (5) 
wher-e the symbols are as before and 
Experimentally, these give 
/ 
Lit)~ O · LI L 0 · 02.- J J 
(4) 
Where aga;in the figures in brackets are those consistent with the 
experimental errors. The large errors arise in general because of 




WIGNER'S SUPER1lliLTIPLET THEORY AND I TS EXTENSION TO 
PARTICLE PHYSICS. 
1. Supermultiplet Theory. 
The physics of elementary particles is a natural extension 
of atomic and nuclear physics, and started from the study of 
the mesons which glue nucleons tightly together to form nuclei. 
So i t is indeed fitting that SU(6), the new much-talked-about 
group of elementary particles , should be a s imple extension of 
W1gner's group SU(4) for nuclear supermultiplets; Wigner's 
theory, of course, is highly non-trivial, and a very great idea. 
We shall discuss the physical motivations and content of 
SU(4) , and for this we go ba ckwards in time about 30 years . 
The very first step in the direction of so-called • internal" 
symmetries was taken by Heisenberg, who suggested that the 
neutron and proton are just t wo st~tes of t h e same particle, 
the nucleon. One said that in "isospin" space, the n eutron 
has third component -~ and the proton and the nucleon 
defines an i sotopic multiplet . Now, in nuclear f orces, there 
existed ( ll.- d still exists~) the property of ch arge independence , 
which says 
= = in the same state . 
1 For instance , for th~ S state , this relation applies , 
whereas for the 3s state it i s meaningless , since t he Pauli 
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exclusion principle does not permit two identical nucleons to 
be in a 3s state. In our modern group t heoretical language, 
the principle of charge indep endence can be stated by saying that 
the nuclear force is isospin independent, i.e. does not depend 
on the "orientation" of the nucleon in isosp1n space. 
Now if we jump ahead and assume, as Yukawa suggested, that 
nuclear f orces are due to exchange of "heavy" mesons, then we 
can state the assumption of i13ospin independence in terms of 
our mesons, and their interaction at the nucleon vertex. We 
~an then attempt to verify charge independence by studying t he 
p ion-nucleon vertex by scattering at high energy. This has 
been done by now, of course, but in those days was not possible. 
So what was wanted was some way of verifying charge 
indepen dence without studying meson interactions. It was at 
this point that Wigner ( 1937) suggested that we can verifY, 
whether or not isospin is conserved in the nuclear multiplets . 
This is independent of any model of strong coupling, and in 
pa rticular of the .mes on hYPothesis. The point i s that we assume 
isospin independence, and we already have spin independence of 
' 





good qu antum numb ers, and the nucleon levels we ob serve are 
eigenstates of these operators. (Of cours e, i sospin invari ance 
is broken by the Coulomb interaction , just as spin invar i an ce 
is broken by spin-orbit coupling. ) 
Let u s now study t he levels of the nucleon (I = .;. , J = t ). 
We l abel the s t ates by (I 3, J 3) 
p w 
( ~.-~) 
n t n ,J; 
(-~ . ~ ) < ~~ ,-~ ) 
L~~ l.~--c _I_~ __ ~J 
The brackets mark I-spin and J-spin multipl ets and we have 
invar iance under the group ( SU( 2))1 x (SU ( 2))J . But if we did 
not know what was going on and just l ooked at the nucleon, we 
would observe 4 ( almost) degenerate s tate , and the gr oup of 
invari ance we woul d guess at would be s (4), the group of the 
4 dimensional harmonic oscillator . e should then classify our 
states according to the irreducible representations of SU ( 4) , 
and see what success we have. Recent evidence on thi s is reported 
by Franzin1 and Radicat i (1963) . 
If the group of invariance ~ SU( 4) , this corresponds to 
~ than conservation of I - spin and J -spin separa tely. To 
see this, let u s state the case in terms of mesons . 
I~invariance will be achieved by a mes on which changes a 
neutron into a proton , but leaves the spin invarian , . as shovm. 






J-invariance wi ll be a chieved by a meson which fl i ps the 
spin but does not change the charge , i.e. a neutral spin one meson 
·•52-





If ~ and w mesons both contribute to the nuclear force 
in an invariant way, we have invariance under(SU(2) 1 ) x ( SU (2))J • 
But suppose now that we have a meson which has both charge and 
spin, and thus can change a spin up neutron into a spin down 
proton:-
n I 
then this operation will belong to the group SU(4) only, which 
can interchange all possible combinations of spin and isospin, 
but not to ( SU (2)~ 1 x ( SU(2))J. If all these mesons are coupled 
with equal strength, we have inva riance under SU( 4) . 1e may draw 
a table of the different nucleon forces, and the exchanged 
part icle to which they cor r espond. 
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. Force Spin fli;g Charge flip Meson (I, J) 
Wigner No No J (0, 0) 
Bartlett Yes No co (0, 1) 
Heisenberg No Yes (1, 0) 
Majorana Yes Yes p ( 1, 1) 
2. Extension to· l}( lementarY Particles 
These considerations are readily extended to include strange 
particles . The isospin group SU(2) 1s then extended to SU(3). 
This was first realised by Gursey & Radicati (1964) and inde-
pendently by Sakita (196~. Instead of proton and neutron, above, 
visualise 3 "basic" particles, an isodoublet an d isosinglet, with 
J = t 
There are now 6 d~generate states and our group is SU(6). 
3 . Mesons in .su ( 4) and U( 6) . 
We have already discussed the role of mesons in SU( 4) . Let 
us now count the number of states the mesons occupy. For a meson 

























There are 16 (=42) meson states, which split into 15 and 1 
under U( 4). e may see this also by ~orming nucleon-anti-
nucleon combinations and lebelling the SU(2) 1 x SU(2)J multi-
plicity ( 21.+1, 2J+l). 
I-spin 
.r-spin 
2 X 2 
2 X 2 
= 
= 
3 + 1 
3 + 1 
• • • SU(4) ( 2,2) X ( 2,2) = ( 3,1) + ( 1,3) + ( 3,3) + ( 1,1) 
= 3+3+9+1 
= 15 + 1 • 
The deoomposi tion may also be done with Young diagr (see · 
appendix for details of these) 
0 )< a .:::. tF § + 
-II - ,-
For · SU(6) we proceed e~ctly similarly, using SU(3) decam-
positions in baryon-antibaryon states: 
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3 X 3 = 8 + 1 
2 X 2 = 1 + 3 
'-• 6 X 6 ( 1,1) + (8,1) + ( 1,3) + (8,3} • • = 
s o we get t wo octets an d two singl ets of spin 0 and 1. As usual, 
the ( 1,1) state will be a singlet (trace) under SU( 6) and will 
belong to a different irreducibl e representation. So we have 
6 X G 35 + 1 • 
'rhe parity mus t be - (baryon-anti b aryon in s~wave state) so 35 
is composed of 
-1 nonet 
0 - octet 
and we get a natural explanat ion of the well-known 9 vector and 
8 pseudo-scalar mesons. The pseudoscalar singlet ;t ( 960 Mev) 
belongs to a di f ferent representa tion of SU( 6), and this perhaps 
explains why it doesn't mi x with 1 , as /J does with w, a 
problem well-known i n SU(3) decays. 
4 . Synnnetry Breaking f or the Mesons. 
The usual mass f ormula for mesons in SU(3) is 
2 
f..!. = + a I(I+l) - f 
Now let u s i ntroduce Heis enberg f orces which spli t the~ and 
""* K from p and K • Let us adjust the mass f ormula correspondingl y 
by adding a Casi mir operator f or s p in, s o 
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2 2 I( I+l) f + b.T(J+l) f..L = J..l.o + a -
Consider ~* and ~ Same I, Y, different J 
2 and 2 do. do. JJ.p JJ.7t 
Subtract , 
2 2 ~ ~L 2 JJ.K - JJ.p = - 'it 
and thi s eQu a tion is satisfied to 1 per cent~ It was known to be 
true in SU(3) days, but was r egarded as mysterious • 
.5. Baryons in _SU( 6). 
If we believe that the 6 dimensional representation of SU(6) 
1s a quark state, then to get a physical baryon, we must combine 
3 quarks together. In 'U(3) 
3 X 3 X .3- = ( 6 + 3) X 3 
= 10 + 8 + 8 + 1 
rro EP EP § 
and we see that 10 is totally symmetric in the 3 threes, 1 
totally antisymmetric. In SU(6), we must decompo s e 6 x 6 x 6. 
The totally symmetric state contains 
= 
where n = 
Similarly NA 
NA 





= n( n-1)( n-2) = 
3t 




Which do we choose? 
By the Pauli exclusion principle, s is antisymmetric, 
i.e. repulsive; in space coordinates, and A is symmetric, 
i.e. attractive. So A s eems the obvious choice. But f or this, 
the quarks woul d need to b e fractionally chaDged. ve can avoid 
this (which is a f eature of Gell-Mann's mode (1964)) if we have 
a boson "core• as in the appendi x t o Gursey, Lee and Nauenberg 
(196L~) .... see a l so Lee (1965 ). Thi s core can a lso provi de 
at traction f or the mutuall y· repel ling qua rks and allow u s to have 
the 56 r epresent a tion . Then a phys ical baryon has t he app ear ance 
0 
o -o repulsive 
0 
0 - n attractive 
gnd we are back to Bohr's atomic model~ Ultimately, we choose 
56 because it gives the better SU(3) and SU(2) content:-
56 = ( 10, 4) 
spin 3;2 
decuplet 
which fit s exa ctly with the 
20 = ( 8, 2) 
spin t 
octet 
+ ( 8, 2) 
sp:tn i 
octet 
observed particl es . 




The symmetry breaking f or the baryons is again represented 
by a simple generalisation of the SU (3) mass f ormula to 
I(I+l) - Y
2 
4 + 6y + C.J( J + 1) 
which gives 
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-* Y.*- I. 
I ·-
which is correct to 2 per cent. Of course, these ·forms for the 
mass formula are by no means unique. The mass formula i s dis-
cussed furthe r by Pais ( 1964), Kuo and Yao ( 1964) and Beg and 
Singh (1964a, b). 
6. Res onances in SU( 6). 
For the product decomposition of SU ( 6) representations, we 
refer to the appendix. Meson baryon resonances will belong to 
56 X 35 = 70 + 56 + 700 + 11,3Y. 
"' ( 8, 4) found t 
( 10' 2) 
founds 
parity -
( 8, 2) 
( 1, 2) 
Some of the states belonging to 70 have been found, ~ s 
indicated. These ar e discuss ed by Pais (1964). 
Dyson and Xuo~} ( 1964) have classified Y = 2 states. From 
56 X 56 = 462 + 
r.:nJ ao 1 1 11 '' 
1050 + 





and the fact that Y = 2 fermions must belong to an antisymmetric 
state, the deuteron must belong to 490 or 1050. ;Dyson & Xuong 
choose 490 and from the mass formula, i dentify other members 
of the multiplet. They also consider Y = 0 states. In general, 
resonances can be fitted well into su(G), but we refer to the 
literature for details. 
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7. Concluding Rema:rks. 
The spin part of SU(6), which is SU ( 2), is usually thought 
of as being represented by the Pauli () matrices, but this in fact 
only r epresents the spin in the rest f rame of the particle. The 
problem of finding a covariant spin opera tor which reduces to 6' 
in the rest frame of the particle is a di f ficult one. There have 
been various attempts, but the one we shall adopt is GUrsey's 
solution, which is dealt with in the next chapter. Us ing this 
definition of spin, the free Lagrangian is invariant, and part 
of the interaction Lagr angian is invariant also, so tha t SU(6) 
is a good symmetry in the convent iona l sense of the word sym-
metry. In, for example, Salam's scheme, the free Lagrangian is 
not invariant and so, on boosting, particles change from one 
representation to another. Thi s can be u s ed perhaps to explain 
the appearance of more particles with increasing energy, but is 
not our philosophy. 
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CHAPTER V 
TijE POINCARE GROUP AND THE COVARI ANT DEFINI TION OF SPIN . 
, 
1. The Poincare Groun 
Wha tever may be the fate of synmetr·ie s such as U( 3) , or 
/ 
any other "internal • symmetry scheme, the Poincare (inhomogeneous 
Lorentz) gr oup is, we believe , of fUndamental i mport ance , since 
its operators are Lo~entz transformations, and we believe t hat 
all laws of physics nmst be Lorentz covariant , i.e. they must have 
the same f orm in diff rent frames whi ch can be reached one t rom 
the other by a Lorentz transformation. 
/ 
The Poincare group defines 
a symmetry, which is a purely kinematic one . While it i s true, 
we believe, that the kinemati c symmetri es continue t o play a role 
of great importance, it is no t true t hat they form a closed book; 
./ 
the amount of new results relating to the Poincare group which have 
been obta ined in the pas t few years is evi dence of this. Also, 
/ 
it i s not absolutely certain tha t it i s the Poincare group which 
plays the fUndamen tal role, and Wi gner and Philips (1962 ) and 
Gursey (1963 , 1964), ( Giirsey & Lee , 1963 ) have done s ome very 
interest ing work on the de Si tter group , which breaks down to 
/ 
the Poin ca re group in the limit of f l at space-time. Also the 
interpretation of refl e ction genera tor s wh ich '1 extend" the 
/ 
Poincare group has raised a number of questions relating to 
measurability ( Wigner, 1964). It i s also worth mentioning that 
Wi gner' s theory of types under th ese opera tions(l939 , 1964) has 
lead Tarimer (1965) to a space-time t eory of quarks, and thence 
of internal quantum nurrili er s , 
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It will be in order to make same remarks about the group we 
are considering. First, we are not including reflections of 
/ 
space and time, that is, we treat the restricted Poincare group; 
and secondly, the fact that the group is inhomogeneous means that 
we also consider, apart from pure Lorentz ("boost") transfer-
mations and rota tions, translations of the origin. It is only 
by virtue of including translation operators (which are generated 
by momentum~ that we can define spin. 
Finally, in the way of introductory remarks, a very relevant 
one is that the Lorentz group , both in its homogeneous and in-
homogeneous version, is non-compact. This is a mathemat ical term 
which corresponds to the physical observation that by doing a 
~ 
series of Lorentz transformations along the hyperbola in (x, t) 
space, you never arrive back at your starti ng point, since you 
keep on speeding up. This is to be contrasted, for example, with 
rotations in a plane, where after rotating t hrough 2~, you are 
again at the starting point. Rotation groups are compact, whereas 
Lorentz groups are non-compact. The very important consequence of 
this is that unitary representations are infinite dimensional. 
Thu s they cannot be represented by finite di mensional matrices, 
There are representations, of course, using f i nite dimensional 
matrices, but they are not unitary. We shall note the importance 
of these representations furthe r on. 
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/ 
2. The Wigner Representation of the Poincare Group. 
This representat!on is the most well-known to physicists, 
and indeed leads to the greatest physical information. ~ e shall 
not discuss it in detail here, for it is a ~ask w~ich must be 
done either with complete thoroughness or not a t all. ~ e will 
merely sketch the results and f'or details ref'er to the original 
monumental work of Wigner (1939) and also to his lectures at 
Istanbul in 1962 (1964), which contain a summary of the 1939 
/ paper . Other summaries of the Poincare group are to be f ound 
in Wightman (1960), Wigner (1963) and Macfar lane (1963). 
'l e Imlst first distinguish between the two groups we shall 
/ 
deal with - the "actual" Poincare (i.e. transformations of 4-
veetors etc., in sp ace-time) and the quantum mechanical Poincare 
group, which induces (unitary) transformations on state vectors 
in Hilbert-space (i.e. •wave functions•). Let u s deal with these 
one at a time • . 
(a) 
. ./ 
The restricted Poincaare group. 
Consider coordinate space , with real coordinates 
x 0 •••• x3, x 0 = ct; g = +1,•1,-1,-1. A pure Lorentz trans-
formation along the x-axis is now 







F rom (1), 
But 
So we may put 










cosh u = 













and it will be noted that f or this pure (boost) Lorentz trans-
formation, /\ is symmetric. A general Lorentz transformation 
contains rotations , for which the matrix is not symmetric, but 
whose off-diagonal elements are sin & and •sin &, for rotation 
through an angl e e. A b oos t transforma t ion may be regarded as 
a rotation through an imaginary angle u, and so a general (homo-
geneou's ) Lorentz transformation may be viewed as a r otation 
t hrough a complex angle ( & -1- ( v..) • 
The Poincare group includes transl a tions, so let us denote 
the product of the displacemen t by the U-vecto r a and the Lorentz 
transformation 1\ by (a, 1\ ) • The group equation then reads 
( 2) 
whOpe physical interpretation i s easy enough . 
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Now the f our dimensional vector a can be uniquely char ac-







ax ~ ia . y 
and the detenninant of h · i s t hen jus t t h e Lorentz l ength of 
t h e vector a. 
Now consi der t h e transfor~ation 
h( a ') 
If det B = 1, then B transforms the vector a linearly 
into a vector a', leaving the length of a unchanged. This 
defines a Lorent z transformation, an d corresponds to 
= a' • 
In fact, B defines the group SL(2, C) where 
S = specia 1 = unimodular, L = linear, 2 = 2 di mens ional, 
C = complex transfo rmations, an d SL( 2 , 6 ) bears a 2 to 1 
homomorphism with the Lorentz group, since B and - B t ransfonm 
a into the same a'. In terms of h ~nd B, equa tion ( 2) now 
reads 
( 3) 
and we write equa tion (3) in symbolic f orm, u s ing a set of 




[ ~1[h21 = [~ + h2 J 
( Bl)( B2) - ( Bl B2) ( 4) 
(B) ( h] - { BhB+] ( B) 
Also we note t ha t for a boost transformation 
B( 1\ T) = B( 1\ ) + 
/ 
(b) The Quantum Mechanical Restricted Poincare Group . 
Corresponding to the symnetry transf ormation (a,;\ ) there 
is a unitary or antirmi t a r y O(a, A) which transforms the q_uantum 
mechanical description of any s tate 1jr i nto the descri ption 
ljr ' = 0( a, 1\ ) 1jr . The fact that 0 i s unitary or anti -unitary 
comes from conservation of transition probability: .... 
( 1jr , ,tS) 2 = ( *'; ,tS') 2 
and if we do not include discrete ref lections, 0 can always be 
made unitary. ActuallY; 0 is only determined up to a phase, but 
this phase can be proved to be !. 1. 
So we have 
and corresponding t o eq_uation ( 4) we have 
Th Th = Th h2 1 2 1 + 
Lnl ~2 = ~1B2 ( 5) 
~ Th = TBhB+ ~ 
where L stands for Lorentz transformation and T for translation. 
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(c.) Representations 
we now find explicit forms for t and T. They will be unitary, 
and so infinite dimens ional, as mentioned before. 
As we introduced a 2 x 2 matri x corresponding to translations, 
let us now introduce a similar matrix f or momentum 




It will be noticed that the signs are rever s ed f rom the 
( 6) 
definition of h( a) • p i s the h which corresponds to the 
contragradient vector Ge, 
p = h(G~ ) • 
The wave functions will n ow depend on p plus a discrete 
variable. 
The mathematical meaning of p is connected with the operators 
Th which correspond to pure displ acements. These form an abelian 
invariant subgroup. ~ e put 
= 
This f ormula i s intuitively obvious, when we observe that 
0 px rv ax etc., but i ts r i gor ous establiarument requires some care-
ful justif ication (Wigner, 1939 ) which we omit here. 
/Instead of 1jr ( p), let us introduce the notation / p, ) > , 
wher~ S is a necessary vari able, since there may be several (in 
fact there may be an infinite number of) state vectors which transform 
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the same way under displacements. We have 
Th( a) / P ' ) ') = exp ( i(pt a t - -; .~)] (p, ~> 
Now 
Tr ace {h( a)p] 
~~ 
= 2( ptat - p . a ) 
s o intro ducing the notation 
< hp / = ~ '] r ace ( hp) 
we have 
exp ( i < hp >) ( p J ) ) 
(Thi s was of cours e why we i ntroduced a contravariant , and not 
a covari ant, p) . 
e have now dealt with trans lations. Their effect on a 
( 7) 
state vector is expressed by equation ( ft ) . All we n eed to do now 
i s find out what happens to I p 1 'S > under a homogeneous Lorentz 
transformation, ~ then we have solved the Poincare group! 
The way to proceed· i s easily seen, principally b ecause it i s the 
only thing we can do! We use equations ( 5), especially the third 
one. Let us do this, and appl y Th to LB i p , ~> 
1 t transforms 
~k(Lg/pl-5>)~ T~Lg)p;)> 
to see how 
~ L~Tg-'k&t-1 I p,5> 
L g ~~.x. r { i < [) _, k !': t -I r > ) l r , ) > 
~ r ( ; < D-1 /.. g t _, p >) ~B \ p ' --'3 > 
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where the last step is valid because the exponential is a co-
efficient and LB i s linear . Since the symbol < . , , .> in-
dicates a trace, we may shift the first factor to the end, and 
get 
~ { L ~> I r, ) >) = ~><r (l d, g t -r r>-1 >) La I ~ , ~ > 
(8) 
so we have solved our probl em already - or almo st! Comparing · 
equations (6) and (7), we see that ~I p, )> transforms under 
-1 
Th as the vectors (B+ 
combination of these: 
p B-~ ~ > , and is therefore a linear 
t -1 ·-1 
1 41/ f!, p ~ ) 7 > 
7 
( 9) 
It is probably no exaggeration to say that this e·quation is 
the most important in the whole of physics, and why , we shall see 
in a few lines. It is es sentially at the bottom of Feymnan rules 
for calculating graphs , and we know that these lay the foundations 
of particle physics. 
The key to the problem is to ask the question, what are the 
A 1 ? They are not difficult to f ind, an d t he best derivation is 
in Wigner (1964). The outcome is tha t t hey are rotation matrices. 
This i s remarkable~ To know how states transform under the 
Poincare group , we do not need to know anything except the group 
of 3 dimensional rotations, su2 - which we know anyway~ Let 
us add a uord here .... the A 1 are only rotation matrices for 
states with positive time-like momenta. Thi s is important, as 
we shall see later. 
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This rotation group is called the little group . Physically 
It is the subgroup of the Lorentz group that leaves a particular 
momentum invariant. For states with positive time-like momenta, 
it i s SU 2• For states with light-like momenta it is the Euclidean 
group E2, i.e. the group of all translations and r otations in 
2 dimensions. For states of space-like momenta, it i s the 2 + 1 
Lorentz group (i,e. with metric + +-). 
It is easy to verify explicitly that the little groups are 
these . v e want to find what further restrictions our matrices B 
have , in order that a particular momentum component be invariant 
under the group . 
Apart f'rom an overall : uetric ., p of equation ( 6) may be written 
~_, 
fo ,_ f. -c =- f o +- f ~ r, +- f-;._ -c l- +- fJ rJ -
We may easily prove the following:-
/\./ 
(a) (po.+ f' f) 
(b) Cpo+- t ~t 
since 
) 
(b) by hypothesis. 
_.;) _ ., 
Hence if we put p + p · C::: = B, a general 2 x 2 complex 
0 
matrix, it obeys 
"/\.;' -1 
( G ) = ( since 7:2- = L{ ) ( 10) 
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( 1) Time-like _mamentum. 
---==> 
Put p = Po' p = 0 
then cl Po cl 
+ = Po 
where C i is the partic\llar ~rentz matrix which leaves 
Po invariant 
• 
• • l ( 11) 
c1 is already unimodular, so now it is unitary also and 
c1 belongs to SU(2). 
(ii) Space-like momenta 
Put p
0 = = = 0 
then = 
by hypothesis • 
• • • = 






1 .e. we have the group of real 2 x 2 linear transfor-mations. 
Looking at our original matrix B, it is just the group that 
leaves, in this 2 2 2 invariant, i.e. the case, Po - pl - p3 
2 + l Lorentz s;roup. 
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3, Spin-noncovar1ant definition. 
We must now write down wh at are the generator s -of the grou:p , 
and thffir commuta tion relations . To find these we consider 
infini t esi:tnal t -ransformations. 
Let us first cons i der transla tions:-
' X = X + a 
1-L j,.L 1-L 
so adopting the convention of writing a ket in configuration space, a 
PUtting 6 ' 
then 
or~ l f/ 
( 7 +- r> 
(t::=-1) 
l7-/ +- ( ez...; r~ ~~ > 
~ {_l + ~ C{-Jf~){ 7 > 
and ~ is t h e generator of t r ans l a t i ons . For a finite trans-
formation, 
h:;;- + ~ > =- e- Lo._...J f" I 7 > 
Changes in pi-L are exactly analogous. Ve put 
f.r ~ 7\) r~ 
~~ ..__.- ~-J+- w .J :r-
and ~~ - - w-:r--
So the transformation of Hilbert sp ace vectors is 
. . 
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\ f_;--4- 0}- J r -.~> = lrr "> + wd..~ f rX?Jj f I fr > 
='- [r + t U .;_~ (p~lff - fh~.) j If/''> 
and the generator (for the case of no spin , as above) of 4-
momentum transformations i s 
and in general one adds a term corresponding 
i n general. ·7- J is an angular momentum. 
e now wri te down commutation relations between these 
genera'tors . Physically speaking, these relations expres s what 
happens when we perform two operations in succ·ession . 
The commutation relations a re 
[-:Jk).) ~..J J 
[ Suj !)-. 7 
==- ~ ( i:y JK:v - f!Y JA~ + S'K.., Jjr- J',\~ J !Y') 
[ P,\' ~ ~ 
- ~ ( g 7 Pk ~ 7 P;. ) 
( 12 ) 
We have changed our notation , mainly because of the worry of 
upper and lower i ndi ces . Here the metric tensor 
r J -v = 1 J • __ If and ?C 4-- ;;;..- Z )( o • 
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Let us now s pli t these up . ~ e put 
p4 = iP Po hermitian = energy 0 
J4n = i Kn n =1;2,3 pure Lorentz transformation (boost). 
J.tm = €enm Jn .t , m,n 
= 1, 2, 3 pure rota tion. 
The commutation relations now become 
{ .rk, J eJ = i Ekern Jm 
(Jk' K.t] = i €k.em Km 
(Kk' KJ = -i Ek.em Jm 
[ Jk' PJ = E m Pm 
[.rk, P.e,] = 0 
[Kk' P .e,l = -i Po sk.e 





Pure rotations form a subgroup . 
•Boost' transf ormations form a 
vector under rotations. 
2 boost transformations 
= 1 rotati on (Thomas 
precess ion) 
-p behaves as a vector under 
rota tiona. 
P behaves as a s calar . 
0 
By a pure Lorentz t rans-
~ 
f ormation, P <~ P 
0 
• 
K Let us now introduce the operator 
( 13A) 
It See Bargmann and i gner (1948 ). The definition of this operator 
I is attributed to Pauli by Lubanski. For a recent revi ew see 
Fr adkin and Goo d (1961). 
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We may now easily convince ourselves that 
WA. PA. = 0 ( 14) 
( wA., p J = 0 
1-L 
( 15) 
Al so the opera tors 
M2 = -"PA. PA. 
l and c 2 = A. WA. 
( 16) 
comrm.1te ~i th !!!! the opera t ors JIJ. a d PIJ. . They are the 
Casimir opera tors . ! n addition 
[We} Wa-J [edr w).!)..... 
(17) 
All this is quite general . Let us now make a few distinctions. 
M2 fran equation (16) is not positive definite, so in general M 
(its square root) is not hermitian . Physically, this means tha~ a 
particle may not have a ~ ass - we know from our childhood days 
that exchanged particles have i maginary mass. According to the 





if\/ i s that subspace of Hilbert space which contains 




is pos itive definite (i.e. momenta 
a r e time-like). Thi s corresponds cl-ea rly , to s tates 
for"rea1' particles with mass •. 
* i.e. Po ~ 0 . Solutions to the wave equation for which Po < 0 may 
be transformed to those with Po > 0 by a PCT transformation. 
-75--I\ 
d(--. Is the subspace for which M2 = 0 and P 
0 
> 0 ( positive 
definite). So momenta are light-like. This clearly 
corresponds to massless particles. 
is the subspace for which M2 is negative definite. 
This corresponds to virtual particles. 
Note that the 3 different little groups we obtained above, 
are jus t t he li t tl e groups corresponding to t hese 3 subspaces of 
ilbert space. 
T 
We will now consider d-e,.._ further. The analysis that 




also well defined. 
and are both defined. 
Let LIJ.v be a set of quantities that conmute with~ and 
for.m an orthogonal matrix:-
L~ is the Lorentz matrix that takes P J..l to a particuJ.a.r frame, in 





= L'\ p 1\ j.J. ).1. 
Co~aring with equations (14) - (17) we now have 











since commutation relations are independent of any particular 
frame. 
Also = - Pr.' :Pr.' 
= w ' w ' A. A. 
In general, LIJ."V is, of course , a function o'!-' Pr., 
Since we are in we can choose 
= 0 

























Let us find the commutati on of S , using equations (28), 
( 21) and ( 25) :• 
= 
= 
s w ' p ' 121-i \) IJ. -v 
MW ' 3 
2 _, 
But L.H.s. 
-·. • • 
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= 
= and cyclic ( .30) 
-7 
and S defines the snin. 
The operators Si from an SU(2) group, which is the same 
little group that we arrived at before for time-like momenta. 
Since s generate su( 2) , then 
--" _., 
s • s = s(s + 1) where s = !, 1, 3/2, •••• 
So from ( 29) 
= M2 s( s + 1) { 31) 
So the two Casimir operators define mass and spin. Note 
also that 
( 32) 
eo sk is translationally invariant. 
e must now find an explicit expres sion :for s i. 
ve write the elements of LJ.I..J a a 
Lk ak.e + 
pk p.e 
( -· -t M{M+P0 ) 
p 
Ln4 = -L4n = i....!! j { 33) M :1 p L44 = ... i ...2 M M 
se 
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pk t = ~ p = Lkn ph + ~4 p4 = 0 1.1. ' 1.1. 
p4 1 = L4n Pn + L44 P4 = i M • 
We may find s k from w~ 
1 as follows :-
s k = M-1 w1 k 
-1 








s = ... _g_ ) ( 34) M M+P
0 
~ 
_., . ...., 
we may also express in terms of J and K, and so get, 
using wi =Po 31 + £1jk Kj pk • 
p _, __, . -'? .., --::> 
~ -'? 0 K x P ( J . P ) p s = J --M M M( M+P
0
) 
Equation (34) is the u sual form for the rel a t i vistic spin 
operator (see, e. g. Macfarlane ( 1963)). 
4. Spin and t he Little Groups f or Arbitrary Momentum. 
( 35) 
Let us now sum up the s ituation. First, we restri ct our-




is positive, i.e., in terms of particles, to 
positive energy particles of time-like momentum. Having noted 
-) 
this restriction, we can f ind a spin opera tor S defined by 
equation (34), which obeys t he commutation relations of SU(2), 
equation (30), and is transl ationally invari ant , equation (32) . 
These are all necessary requirements for a goo d spin op erator. 
- . 
In addition, our two Casi mir operators, which are multiples 
of the identity for a fixed representation of t he group , jus t 
define mass and s pin (or, more a ccur ately , mass and mass x spin) 
as we s ee from equa tions (16) and (31 ). 
Let us now define more exactly the relation to the little 
groups. The S · of equation ( 34) generate the spin group that i 
induces the little group t ransformation on each state with 
definite time-like momentum. Note that this li ttl e group 
defini tion holds f or each momentum separately . Normally the 
little group i s defined as a subgroup of L which leaves a 
definite momentum invariant, so that other momenta~e ~ 
invar i ant; this transformation leaves each one invariant . 
e shall now deal briefly with space-like momenta. 
( a) Little Groups for pace-like Momenta. 
Of course, we know wh at to expect the 2 + 1 Lorentz 
group . 
For a space-like momentum we can choose P
0 
= P1 = P2 = 0 
and the remai n i ng component i s non-zero . 
Procee ding in the same spirit as before , we pos tulate the 
existence of an L ( P ) such that. wv A. 
= P' 2 = 0 
P ' = - i M 3 ( > 0) 
( 36) 
.. -.so-
Now, as in equa tion (22), 
P1 W ' 
"'A. "'A. = o . 
So Wx' has non•zero components 






and is time-like. 
• . . . W t · 3 = 0 
Now M2 < 0 • • • M is antihermitian, so iM 
Let us define 3 hermitian operators 
Nl' N 2' R3 such that 
w .. 
1 = 1MN1 
w 1 
2 = 1MN2 
w ' 4 = MR3 
using equation ( 21), i.e. 
( w' wx•] = € W' P ' k , KXw.J 1...1. -./ 
we get 
( - ' w2•J = €121...1."' W' P' 1 ' 1...1. I ..._) 
= €1243 w• P ' 4 3 
= w ' - 4 ( -iM) 




















form a closed algebra under canrnutation. 
They therefore can be made generators of a group . Further , since 
( w•K' P~-:) = 0 ( 20) & ( 18) 
.---
P~J then L Nl, 
(N2' P~l 
---- P,._] [R3' 
= 0 l 







generate the little group for space-like 
momenta. By comparing the commutation relations of N and R, 
e.g. (39) with those of K and J, equation (13), we see that N1 
and N
2 
are boosts along the axes 1 and 2, and R
3 
is a rotation 
in the 1-2 plane. They therefore generate the 2 + 1 Lorentz group, 
as we saw before. 
We have now arrived at a curious-conclusion, that the little 
group for space-like momenta i s the 2 + l Lorentz group, and is 
therefore non-compact. This means that its unitarity representa-
tions are infinite dimensional, and therefore we cannot associate 
sp~n with these momenta; or we can say that this is a case of 
"infinite spin•, in the usual terminology. This term gives us 
no physical insight, though~ 
Having obtained the little groups for states characterized 
by time-like and space-like momenta, let us consi der a scattering 
process, in particular the simplest prototype whose Feynman graph 
is drawn below. 
M 
js 
If we look in the t-channel at physical energy, the particle 
M 1e "real• and has time-like momentum. Its little group is 
t herefore SU( 2) and corresponds to the fact that the particle 
is in an eigenstate of s(s+l) and s 3 i.e. we may measure 
its spin. This we all know as the particle is time-like 1 . 
so of course we may measure its spin. But let us now cross 
to the s channel. Here, for physical energy, the particle M 
has space-like momentum and since its little group, the 2 + l 
Lorentz group, is non-compact, we may not associate any discrete 
eigenvalue with the particle, so we cannot measure its spin. Or, 
rather, it is meaningless to talk about its spin as belonging to an 
irreducible representation of SU (2). In general it will belong 
to a mixture of representations of SU(2) it can have any spin. 
What do we mean, then, when we say that an exchanged particle 
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has spin 0, or 1, or whatever else?. We mean that by analytic 
continuation from the s to the t channel, wher e the little group 
now becomes SU( 2), we may measure its spin. Crossing changes 
the momentum of M tram time-like to space-like ,(and vice versa ) ; 
and the correspondi ng little group from SU(2) to L(2,1). If we 
look at the commutation relations ( 39) for L( 2,1), we see that 
they differ from SU(2) commutation relations (e. g. equation (30)) 
only by a s ign. This indicates that ~u ( 2) and L( 2,1) have the 
same complex al gebra, an d this complex little group will be the 
little group of the compl ex Lorentz group , which we get f rom the 
Lorentz group by imposing locality, as we do in fiel d theory. 
Taking the real and im g inary parts of the littl e group, we ge t 
SU(2) and L(2,1) and so from the complex Lorentz group we obtain 
time- and s pac e-like momenta on the same footing. ~ e may obtain 
the complex Lorentz group , for example, by letting the four-
momentum 
= 
p~ take on complex values, as in S~atrix theory and 
2 -m will then give ener gy and momentum conservation f or 
the intermediate states . 
5. Spin-covariant Definition. 
The operator S of equati on (34) i s hermi t i an , obeys SU ( 2) 
commuta t ion rel ati ons , i s trans lationally invariant , but i s not 
covari ant . This may be seen f r om the f a ct that its transformation 
under pure Lor en tz transformations i s gi ven by 
= 1 
• 
But also th e sta tea I p, s3 )>, correspon ding to the eigen-
-"> 
values of P and .· 3 do not transform simpl y under the homogeneous 
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Lorentz group , since the K (boost) operators take us from one 
eigenvalue of s 3 to another . The states which do transform simply 
are those transforming like the representations (s , 0) or (0, S ) 
of the homogeneous Lorentz group . These are obtained from the 
former states as follows . 
( 41) 
where 
ar e the ~ 1gner states which transform simply (irreducibly) under 
the little group ( see Shaw 1964). The states ~L (p) (L =left) 
transform like the (s , 0) representation of the homogeneous Lorentz 
group , v1hile 
.--::;1 _, 
transform like \o, S) . A( p) i s given by 
( 42) 
and so we see from the equations f ollowing equation (1) that 
~-" 
exp(s.A ( p )) i s a pure Lorentz transformation. 
_, 
To s *w(p) corresponds the covariant s tate 
5. ){pJ -4 .--:) 
~ J fw(f) )< fL(f) 
where 




So we now have an opera tor X which trasnforms covari antly , 
obeys SU(2) commutation relations , i s translationally invari ant , 
but is 112! hermitian, e quations (43) and (44), at least not at 
f irst sight. But we must be more careful, since we mus t a l ways 
define a scalar product with respect to which an opera tor is 
---7 
hermitian, and although X , eq. ( 43) i s not hermitian with 
respect to the u sua l ( Wi gner) scalar product, it is hermitian 





j f:{p) e+t"?.A(jl) fp_{/) d3f 
(45) 
This was shown by Shaw ( 1964) • . ( See also Weinberg ( 1964) · 
and Joos (1962)). 
Thus we have, for the expectation value of spin 
-
( 46) 
which is hermitian with. respect to the scalar product defined 
-7 
by ( 45). Also the mean values ( 1jr , S 1jr) are cons :tan ts of the 
motion. 
___, 
Let us now evaluate X from equation ( 43) explicitly. 
First, from equation (13A), the orbital part of J does not 
contribute to tl , so 
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= 
= - ~ (S.P) = - ·t ( S . P) 
• 
• • 
where ( 47) follows because if Jt m = €~mn Jn , then 
€tmk J~m = 2Jk • 
Let us put 
----7 
' h = 
where p = ( i; 
• 




s . h = 
s o, from equation (43) 
-/ 
f. tanh-l E... 
p / p 
-/ 





















Je must now evaluate the commu t ators. 
from equations (34) & (15) 
-i = i[ £4ijk wj pk from equation (17) 
= i£ ljk {w
0
, W j] Pk from equation ( 15) 
M 
1£ 
- ijk ie w P P from above 
M jmn m n k = 
= - ~g W • p) pi - ( P) 2 W iJ 




Substituting (53) -(56) into equation (52) we get 
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& ~ &3 ~ 
Xi = 81 + p Cl + 2~P2 C 2 + 3!P j C 3 + 4!P4 04 
c 
= s + ..l sinh ~ + i p · 
c 
~· (cosh & - l) 
p 
from equation ( 50 ), 
= .l. rw p - ·w p + [ wo' ~ i ]l 7 
M2L vi 0 0 i ~ 
using (53) and (54) • 
Now let us evaluate 
• 
From ( 17) 
Ejk W P 
. 1-1. 1-1. 
= Ejkt 4 ( WtP4 - W4 Pt) 
= -i Ejkt ( Wt Po - Wo Pt ) 
= 
• • • 
substituting (58) into (57) we get 
X = .1_\l E 






rif e may now relate this to the self-dual part of 
[ f~ , w--1] ' as 
follows; 
Put X~.y = w~" + W D w-v-
= w~--J + ! e· W wvpG' p6' ( 6o) 
where w 
~-~ = .!..(w, M2 f.1. w ~ J ( 61) 
then, in analogy with the electromagnetic f ield t ensor F~~ , 
X~" will only have 3 independent components; the self-dual 
and anti-self-dual parts of F a r e the electric and magnetic 
f..L"'V 
f i el ds, each three-vectors. 
xjk = 1 1/ ;J..L wj, 1~kJ + hjkp.f'"[wP, w(j' J J 
= ~[{wj, wkJ + ejk.t fw.e, w4 J r 
M 
so 
xi = t eijk xjk 
_, 
= ~i ~ eijk ( wj, wk] + f Wi, w4J] ( 62) 
and 
+ ~t ~ eijk ( wj, wkJ + [ wi, wJ~ xi == ( 63) 
-) 
So from (59) and ( 62) we see that X is associated with 
the self-dual combination [wf..L , w ...J + ! ef..Lvpo- ( wp, WO'j while 
corresponds to the antis elf-dual combination. 
-?+ 
X 




where W a. f3 'is defined by equation ( 61) , and equati on ( 17) hol ds , 
and for both we have 
( ~""-) X~~ J = 1( SK'V X "l>.p, - a KJJ. x""-"' + bAJJ. ~y • fAll ~~) ( 65) 
and, f or x i and 
+ xi , 
{xi, x jJ = i eijk xk ( 66) 
so that X does indeed define a covariant spin operator which 
generates the li ttl e group, for time-like momenta. X t ransforms 
covari ant l y like the (1, 0) representation of the h omogeneous 
Lorentz group, and x+ like (o, 1), whil e transfo rms like 
(t, i )" 
6. Equivalent f orms of the spin operator 
Equation (59) i s ardly in an immediately recognizable 
form, and we vall now evaluate X for the case of spin i particles, 
and will notice tha t we have seen X around before . We have seen 
that equation (59) i s equivalent to equation ( 43), and f or con-
venience of calculati on, we eva luate thi s expr ession. 
we f irst substitute 
_, -) 
M. + 1 o - or rr. f 
.fiiM.C~+ ! ·) ( 67) 
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-/ -? -~ 
so if s = rr- / 2 , then X i s g1 ven by 
-? 
X = 1 ( 68) 
which eventually and straightforwardly becomes 
_..., 
Po -'. ~ ~ -'l ,-7 -1 a- 1 ..-;:. { -;> --'>) X = -· m-- p . 2m + a- o-. p) - p • (J .p 2 211 2m(m+po) ( 69 ) 
Now we find the form of X when it acts on pos itive energy 






a. . p + r 4m = p 0 
= • 
We note that thi s is the same as the Foldy-Wouthuysen (1950) 













Thi s was pointed out by Gursey (1965a ). In fact eq. {72) 






- 7 -~ -:> 












-) ~") -:> 
(} m .--") ;? • p) p ( (j'. p) = - - - p + (/ ( + ( 74) 2 Po . 2po 2p 2p0 ( p0 +Ill) 0 





= y -4 2 
which is the same as (71). 
--':) 
( 75) 
X is also equal to the spin op erator u sed in seve~al places 
in the literature , and whi ch i s discussed, for example, in Ros e's 
book (1961), p. 72. 
( 76) 
__, -7 1'\. 
where 
1\ 
e1 , e 2 
and p form a right-h~ded orthonormal tri a d , and 
p = -7, I -1) p1 p • Using the rel a tion 
= 
-:> .A A. 
( cr .p)p + ( 77) 
equation (76) becomes 
( 78) 
Now, using the pos itive energy condition ( 70)' equation (78 ) is 
-) -) Y4m- p -) s = Y4CJ + ( 1 ... Y4J y5 
.. 0 
f 2 2 
(po - m ) 
___, 
.-::1 y 5 p 
= y4o- • ( 1 - y 4) 
(rrl+po) ( 79) 
_, 
= 2X • 
-
he r o in qua ( 76) 1 ue b IJi n to d r n 
• ... in' (L 1 .. in 1965)' e 1o 
el t e h y get re ot e to th1e a rn or, t e 
"1/ 
t e rae hat Y4 is n o rntor or U(l2) h1 t 1 not 
ot ~ (6)t o th 1 el ct1o ru do not ply to r.U(6) . tion 
( 7 ) 1 s l o us by 13 1 n e t al . ( 19 ) • 
It 1 a 11y a c , ~or e le ro equ t1o (75) , that in 
the r at tr 
Coll 
1 






gr p fo 
to 
0 Y4 l, that r duce to 
it ahoul 
tog the of t u te 1 conolu e 




·re th f r e littl roup 
x x e tor wh 
0 1 on-z r r • or r 
{ th s belong1n t Vi tuel p r cl in 
1 on tre t ·· t or f1 h 0 y) 11 
i omo h c 
t or the t o 
of a non- co 
b (2 + 1) Lorentz 
io 1 ·.uolid 
t1on with stJ( 3) ould 
t ou a tting ae it 
1 o hi ith t e ho s·n ou r r~n t7. 
gr up . T o ible g n ruliz t1on of s (6) tor.mally 
re ble 0(12) of ~alcm (1964, 5) nd ell . n (1965 , b) n 
F t • ( 1964) , but unlike U( 12) t th. tr lat1onally 
1nv r1an. JU(6) a a aub·rou . 
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Thus our philosophy of non-compact groups is different from 
th~t of Gell~1ann and Salam. Our group G6 (see footnote 5 of 
Gursey & Radicati (1964) has as gener~tors ~' Ji' ~Ji, Ki, 
P~ where A= 1,~ •• ,8, i = 1, ••• , 3, ~ = 1, ••• , 4 and A 
generate .sU(3). Thus on "boosting" and on translation, ~ur SU(3) 
mul tiplets preserve their form in the i r reducible representation. 
This philosophy is opposed to that of Dothan, Gell-Mann & Ne'ema.n 
(1965). Also; the exact symmetry limit is the same as the exact 
su( 3) symmetry lirni t,, i.e. eq,ual masses for all members of a 
representation. We do not attempt to derive mass fl)li tting from 
an exact symmetry. 
The SU(2) operators s1 for single particle states are 
constants of motion like the SU(3) operators, since they commute 
with P~ • However, if we consider 
the sum .of SU(3) generators Ax = 
--=> ..---) A 
~ = s c •) + sCl-) commutes with P ~ 
two particle states, unlike 
A(,) + A_(2-) the sum 
A -A. ' · 
= p(•J + P{1--) for free 
fJ. 1.1. 
particles, but not in generai if the two particles interact. 
-) -) -) 
hat does conmute with P~ is the operator S = "'S + L12 
-'l I 
where L12 is a certain function of the Poincare generators 
J (t) P (z.) J(-v) and is the relativistic version of' the 
W"' ' 1.1. ' 1.1. ..J 
relative orbital angular momentum of the two particles. So in 
.--,) 
general, two representations of QU(2) cannot be multiplied; L12 
which has no counterpart in the internal symmetry space for exaet 
SU(3) limit, acts like a spurion. Thus, for example, in the 
processes p ..-? 2?C and N 
33
-') N + ?t 1 we must insert a relativistic 
spurion an d ass·i gn it to a representation of su( 6). This i s one 
way in which SU(6) symmetry is violated. 
It is violated also i n another, mo r e fundamental, way. : e 
saw that crossing changes the little group from SU(2) to L(2, 1). 
Thus SU ( 6) does not allow crossing symmetry. But any l ocal 
interacti on fl arrdltonian contains crossing symmetry insofar as 
it leads to different processes, some of whi ch are related by 
crossing. It follows that the locality of the interaction is 
another source · of the breaking of su( 6). We shall discuss this 
further in Chap tel~ 8 . 
There is much to be said about SU( 6) , since i 't is a non-
trivial combination of SU(3) and spin . we leave most of this 
unsaid, since there is already a wide and increasing literature 
on the subject• Let u s conclude this chap ter, however , with the 
remark, already made , but sufficiently important to repeat , that 
U( 6) is mgre than U( 3) x SU( 2) . It is beQause of this that 
its success is mysterious. 
Let the generators of U(3) be i = 1, ••• , 9 
U( 2) be 0' i n the rest fraine• j,1. = 1 , ••• , 4 , () 4. 1..1. 
- ) 
o- = Pauli rna trix, then the generator s of U( 6) are 
their commutation rel a t ions are 
= 
and of 




. ( 80) 
and it i s just the presence of the anticommutator in equation (80) 
t hat marks the difference between SU( 6) and S.U( 3) x SU( 2) . By 
means of these, which go outsi de the SU( 3) and SU ( 2) algebra 
respectively, we may make a transition involving a change of 
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sp1n and unitary spin with .2!12 ·generator, ~n .2n.!l step, involving 
one mespn• in diagram languag.e. As far as the other generators 
(Ka) of Lorentz transformation~ are concerned• they commute with 
'I' i , and ,,so from 
we have 
:: 1 K eabc c 
(a,b,c = 1,2,3) 
( 81) 
!", ,,Jri rid·> 




SU~ 6) Al'!D. THE POMERANCJW!S THEOREMS. 
1 . The Pomeranchuk Theorems 
The theoretical study of high ener gy scattering processes 
has long been a field of great activity , since some of the r~adiest 
data we have available are those of cross sect ions at high energy . 
Also , some theoretical considerations are simpler at high energy , 
for instance in group theory ; the mass differences between particles 
become small compared with the total energy, and one hope s that the 
relevant group , if a good one, will display its virtues at higher 
1"ke-
energies . ~ Pomeranchuk theorems are both relations at high energy 
between cross-sections f'or different processes . 
The Pomeranchuk conjecture , sometimes called P eranchuk ' s 
first theorem., was suggested by Pomeranchuk and Okun. 1956). They 
suggested that in forward direction at very high ener gies , exchange 
amplitudes , and in particular charge exchange amplitudes , b ecome 
negligible compared with the non- exchange amplitude . This hYpo-
thesis was justified in physical terms by arguing that exchange 
scattering is to be regarded as a special case of' inelastic 
collision which at high energies is in competit ion with all 
other inelastic processes . Non- exchange s cattering a + b -:'::>a + b , 
on the contrary, i s truly e l astic in the sense that each of the 
t wo incident particles remains identical to itself , so that 
interference between incident and scattered waves is possible , 
and scattering is bound to occur as the shadow of' all inelastic 
proeesses . 
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The Pomeranchuk theorem (1958), (sometimes called his second 
theorem), is simpler and, in general, not as restrictive, It 
states that at high energies, the total cross section for ab 
collision is equal to that for ab collision. By the optical 
theorem, this is the same as saying that the imaginary parts of 
the :forward scattering amplitudes f'or the two processes, are equal. 
Pomeranchuk considered the example of pp and pp scattering , 
and the eondi tiona under which U'PP ( dJ) .... u-PP ( oD) are 
{i) the forward scattering amplitudes :fpp and ~P sa tisfy 
once subtracted dispersion relations, and {ii) the total cross 
sections approach constant values rapidly at high energy. This 
theorem has very recently been proved rigorously by Martin (1965). 
We wish now to investigate the consequences of both the 
theorem and the conjecture, when higher symmetries are invoked 
Which place partieles in multiplets . In general we shall f'ind that 
our result depends on whether a particle and its antiparticle 
belong to the same or to different multiplets, 
2. ExamRles of S;ymmet~y Sch,¥mes and .the Pomeranchuk Theorems. 
(a) 'JtN scattering. 
According to the theorem 
(1) 
?t transforms as ( 1) under the isospin group, and N 
as f 1,6) • So the direct product produces two invariant amplitudes 
A ~t- and A)/1.- according to which state of total isospin the ?tN is in. 
Let A stand f'or the imaginary part o:f the :forward scattering 
amplitude. So from (1) 
.;..loa-
= (2) 
According to the conjec ture 
A(p .. 'X+) 0 + ?t --"') n + = 
• Alfa = A Jr'-• • (3) 
the same as (2) . In general the two statements. ar e not equivalent , 
but we shall see from what follows that where one particle and. its 
antiparticle (here ?t) belong to the same multiplet.,. then the 
conject ure implies the theorem, but not necessarily vice versa . 
(b ) NK Scattering. 
Here N and N , and K and .. K' all belong to different 
I =% multiplets . For NK scattering , we have amplitudes A1 and • • A
0
a whereas for NK scatteri ng, we have amplitudes A1 and A0 • 
( i) Conjeqture 
A.(pK0 ( nK+) 
• •· . 
0 
Similar ly for NK scattering 
( ii) Theorem 
--
(pK+ I pK+) .... (pK- [ pK"'"-) 
• %(A~ ' • • Al = + Ao) 
also (pKo pKO) = (pKO I pKO ) 






These relations (4) and (5), and (6) and (7), are different. 
since K and K belong to different SU(2) multiplets. The t heorem 
and conjecture together give 
= = = 
(c) A and A belong to the same multiplet. 
' Let us now generalise our XN result to any symmetry. Let us 
f'or convenience consider meson-baryon scattering ( MB ), and assume 
that it is the mesons that belong to a self-conjugate representa-
tion , i. e . M and belong to the same representation. In this 
case, the Pomeranchuk theorem takes on a very convenient form, which 
was first pointed out by Ama ti ,. Prentki and Stanghellini (1962). 
Referring to the absorption forward amplitude, we write the 
Pomeranchuk theorem as 
<MB[TIMB> = <:''MB/T)MB'> (8) 
Now we eross . to the · t channel , and the above relation becomes 
<Mi(Tjill3) =<' llM/T / !B > (9) 
<(Mil - 'MM) { T ) T3B) - 0 
i . e . only amplitudes connecting the baryons to a symmetric combina-
tion of mesons contribute to the scattering. Since the crossing 
matrix is square and non-singular , the number of independent 
amplitudes is the same in t he s and t channels. In terms of 
gr oup theory, this means we reduce MM. and BB and select only 
the terms arising :f'rom the product decomposition of' MM. which are 
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symmetric with respect to interchange o~ MM. In general , this 
symmetry- ie seen ~om the Young diagram. 
e . g . 1. iaospin 
For B x B we have 
2 X 2 
0 C3 
3 + 1 
CD 8 
and ~or MM :- 3 x 3 
OJ CD 
= 5 + 3 + 1 
L .....:::c._ l 1]-LI I±_] 
so in general there are two independent amplitudes A ;; -73 and 
Al----7l ' or A3 and A1 (denoted above as A1 and A0 ). To see 
how many independent amplitudes remain a~ter imposition of the 
Pomeranchuk theorem, we must investigate the symmetry properties 
of' the meson decomposition. Call the 2 boxes f'or each )' 3 J 
representation., a and b, and c and d . Now perform the 
interchanges (at-:) c) {b (--:? d), remembering that boxes in the 


















in an obvious notation, showing that 1 is symmetric ., 3 is anti-
symmetric . So from equation (10), only 1 contributes to the 
scattering; there is now only 1 independent amplitude, and 
moreover it corresponds to t he exchange of' a singlet, i.e. zero 
quantum number, so we have also proved the conjecture. We saw 
this before from equations (2) and (3). 
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e.g. 2 SU(3) 
Here the mesons and baryons both belong to [ B1 -.,and so f'or the 
decomposition we have:-
BB • 8 X 8 276 + loa + IOa + 86 + 8a + ls .- = 
t v ~~ t - • 8 X 8 278 10 +!5 86 8 . ls MM .- .... + + + + a a a 
where the symmetry and antisymmetry are got the same way as before. 
So normally we have 8 amplitudes, according to the arrows 
marked, but under time reversal invariance (8k ---7 8s ) = (8s~ 8a) 
so there are 7 independent. From equation (10), the number of 




When the baryons belong to r 101 ' then we have for BE 
x DD \ Ill l I I tJEFD ffiP 00 - + + 
!0 X 10 - 64 + 27 + 8 + 1 .,... 
So for MB scattering , there are 4 amplitudes (27 -7 27), (86--+ 8 ) 
( 8a ---7 8 ) , ( 1 - , 1) and t his is reduced to 3 with the Pomeranchuk 
t heorem. 
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e . g. 3 8~(6) 
Mesons now belong to f' 35 ? , and we proceed exactly as befor e , 
writing (set? appendix) : -
w • 35 X 35 405s + 280a + 280a + 35 + 35a + ·1896 + ls ·~ :;: · s 
· ~} /' ~~· - • 2695 405 ' !::__.,. 1 ~_... ... BB .- + + 35 + 
so we have 4 independent ampl.itudes , reduced to 3 by the Pomeranchuk 
t heorem.(The symmetr y and antisymmetry above comes , straight-
f or wardly from the c·orre sponding Young ' s diagrams , drawn in the 
appendix) . 
Note that this i s a great reduc.tion on SU(3) , since there we 
need 7 + 7 + 1 + 4 + 4 + 1 = 24 amplitudes to 
describe a l l ( o- and 1- ·) (%+ and "Jr1- +) reactions, which are here 
described by 4 amplitudes . So in pri nciple we get many new 
relations , one of which is the :famous Johnson-Treiman r elation ( 1965)'~ 
A word about the conjecture . This states that onl y the singlet a . . ~ -
is exchanged in the crossed channel. This is clearly consistent 
with the t heorem. but is only jmpl ied by it for the case of isospin. 
Since only the singl et is exchanged, in the direct (s) channel 
this means tha t all scattering ampl itudes are equal , and so the 
scattering is independent of the isospin , or unitary sp in , or 
"SU(6 ) spin" . This is a general property of crossing matri¢es . 31 
• I am gratefUl to Professors B. M. Udgaonkar and A. O. Barut for a 
discussion of this point , whilst I was at Trieste , at the Seminar 
on High Energy Physics , 1965. 
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(d) A. X, B _and B all belong to diffe~ent multipl~ts, 
In thi s ease we may not apply the above reasoning. To see why , 
l et us consider again equations (4) - (7). Altogether; we have , in 
·amplitudes 
the case of NK scattering , 4 independent; The conjecture gives 2 
relations between them , and the theorem also 2, but a different 2, 
The conjecture and the theorem together give the r esult that all 4 
amplitudes are equal. In general neither the conjecture implies 
t he theo:t'em nor vice versa . (H·owever , con jecture f or (NK ) + theorem 
4 conjecture for (NK)) . 
Let us consider the statement of the theorem 
which lead to equation (6) . 
In the t channel, this reads 
(ll) 
and it may appear that this equation just states that only amplitudes 
which are symmetric with respect to K- (---?l K+ interchange 
contribute to the scattering. This is true , of course, but does 
not give any new information. This is what we expect, since -
equation (6) r elates different amplitudes, and a l so the lef't and 
right hand sides of' (11) refer to diffe r ent physical processes -
the scattering angl e one observes is be tween different particles. 
The essential reason that equation (11 ) gives no information 
is that K+ and K- belong to different isospin multiplets . 
Using the basis vectors 
~h = r K+ '> 
l>lfz.Jh = { Ko > 
I ~K .. .....__ = / 
l>th:Jh = - I x- > 
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Let us construct the isospin 1 and 0 basis vectors , 
using the normal Cl ebseh-Gordan coef ficients . We get · 
't- II - lk+?lk-~/ ·-
xel - L {- ik+ / \IC) +- }k./10>) I v-c 
-i - /k 0/ _! j;(-> rx\ -
(12) 
Compare this with the particle-particle (as distinct from 
the above particle- antiparticle) states 
~( \K+/ I k+) 
I 
I 2-
xo - l (1 K '? I k'"") -1- I k 0 >I I k' t- .? 2-) -I '{:: I 2. 
' 
%_, (13 ) 
- { ko/ [ k 0 / 
I - l 1-
0 
J_ ( -jk+/ /k 0 ) +-rx - lk"/lk-1-)) -0 1[1_ I -z_ I 1-
Under in terehange I K+/ ~) \ K+ /_ • ( K0 /.
1 
'-~ I K0 7 , 2 ° is 
I 2.... '2.... f 
~ 
symmetric and X 
0 
is antisymmetric . This is a well-b own resul t , 
and can of eourse be seen straight away f'rom Young ' s diagrams, where 
t he unit (singlet) is constructed by putting one box , or set of' 
boxes,. under anot hel:" , and so is antisymmetric with respect to 
their interchange. 
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In (13), though, there is no particular symmetry with respect 
to K+ c-7 K- interchange, which i s the. interchange we are 
concerned With, so we may dra n0 conclusions, for example, of the sort 
t hat certain (symmetric or antisymmetric) amplitudes vanish. 
So if particles and antiparticles belong to different repre-
sentations, the conjecture and the theorem are independent. Let 
us note in conclusion that the Pomeranchuk conjecture in SU(6 ) 
implies vanishing of spin :flip processes asymptotically, and also 
i.1plies that spin and orbital angular momentum are conserved 
separately, i.e. that SU(6) is exact. This has already been 
conjectured by Serb r (private communication with Giirsey) as 
being t rue in the h igh energy limit. 
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CHAPrER VII · 
THE COVARIANT .MAGNETIC , MOMENT OPERATOR 
AND SU(6). 
1. pntroduction 
Very soon a:rtel" SU(6) symmetry was proposed, it was realized 
that it predicted, in the static limit, 
J..L{n)/ J..L(p) = 2 - /3 (1) 
/ 
for the total magnetic moments of proton and neutron. (Beg, Lee and 
Pais (1964) and Sakita (1964b)). This is in remarkable agreement 
with the experimental value of ~ - 0.684. In the following we 
shall give a short review of magnetic moment predictions for SU(3), 
and outline the derivation of equation (1) for static SU(6). We 
shall then show that it is possible to f'ind a covariant magnetic 
moment operator such that equation (1) holds at all momentum 
transfers. In fact, it has already been shown by Barnes et al. 
(1965) how to generalise equation (1) to arbitrary momentum 
transfer,. but their derivation was not manifestly covariant. 
One's first reaction to the SU(6) prediction is to jump for 
joy, but one is arrested in mid-air due to two difficulties, both 
of whieh are non-trivtal. First, i:f we assume minimal electro-
magnetic couplings, which is the usual convention, then 
J..L(p) = iJ~ and j..L(n) = o, so j..L(n)/j..i.(p 1 ;: 0. Wewould then 
expect the ratio tobe zero. su(6) is somehow taking into account 
for us the Pauli (derivat i ve) term corresponding to the electro-
magnetic interaction With other particles (mesons in this case). 
But in any ease we cannot assume both that SU(6) is valid and that 
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local f ield t heor y with minimal electromagne t ic i nteract ions 
applies t o nucleons . 
The second difficult y relat es t o quarks . One could say , in 
partial solut ion t o the above' 'dif'f1cu1ty t ha t t he quarks 9:,2 have 
min imal elec tro~agnetic i n teract ions , and tha t the nucleons are 
composed of physica l qua~ks . But t o account f'or the large anomal ous 
term in t he nucleon magnetic moment , the quark would have to have 
a small mass . As an or der of' magnitude calculation, l et us note 
that t he physical proton (say) is composed of two ''proton" quarks 
and one "neutron" quark . If' each of' t hes e has only a Dirac 
magnetic moment , then we would have 
t e,;t\: ~ · 1-{ 
€/t\ 
1., ~G.. t L 'r-A-h c 
~ a ~ ~ ./'\.,..- 0·~ V'v-.-r - L··:rcr r 
which predicts a quark mass in such a region t hat it would al mos t 
certainly have been observed., If' mQ ~ 3 Gev , then the quark 
' 
itself' would. have to have a large anomalous magnetic mome.nt . This 
probl em is discussed by Freund (1965 and a relativistic model of 
composit~ quark states , with t he quarks having minimal inter-
act i on , is discussed by Bogolubov e t a l . (1965) and b y _avkhel idze (1965 
where t hey obtain equat ion (1 ) . 
2. Magnetic Moments ~n SU(3) . 
Electromagnetism violat es SU(3 ) invariance ; this is clear , 
since it even violates SU(2) ! But i f we know exact ly h2!! it 
violates t he symmetry, t hen all is f ar from l ost,. and we can in 
f'act get some results . .And in f'a ct we do know how the elect romagnet ic 
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interaction transforms . In the limit in which SU(3) is exact the 
~rm factor 
< B ) 
of the baryons transforms l ike J~Q ' but this is just t he 
transformation l aw Qf Q itself' . A mathemat ically ident ical way 
of' saying thi s is to sa;y that the e lectromagnetic interaction 
coupled t o a charge (Q ) "spurion" , is SU(3) invat'iant. SU(3) 
invariants are t races and there are two independent~ees of' 
t hese matrices , so , t'or instance, the magnetic f'orm factor is 





-::;;:.. -0 iJl .:;..-- c..-
1[6 
-[ .. A -r- -+-- · -
\1\:. vc; ~ 
* = - -_..o 1\ - _L -i-t' -r- z:. S> 1.(1_ 16 ---









In terms ·of f 1 . and f 2, we now have 
~rfi.Or> = - lh(fl + f ' 2 
J.L<t:-0 ) = %(fl + f ) 2 
J.L(p) = - fl + 2f2 
~J.(n) = - fl - f2 etc. 
So we have the predictions 
J.L ( [ +) = J.L (p) 
1.1 ( /\ ) ;::: 1h J.L(n) 
J.L( ~") = J.L(n) 
1-l(Z-) = 1-L(.r-) = -[ ~J. (p) + J.L (n)] 
1-1 ( '[" ) - - % J.L (n ) 
(3) 
(4) 
The prediction 1-1 ( A.. ) = % ~J. (n) is to be compare with the 
Sakata model which gives J.L (/\) = J.L (n), In (4) the magnetic 
moments (which are all anomalous ) of' proton and neutron remain 
unrelated. The two parameters f'1 and f'2 are of course related 
to f/d ratio; and it is known t hat SU(6) fixes this ratio, so we 
expect now to de t ermine numerically t he ratio J.L(n)/ I.L( p) . 
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3. Magnetic Moments i n Static SU(6) . 
We rederive the result we r equire to illustrate that it is 
not necessary to use Cl ebsch-Gordan coe~~icients as is done in 
t he literature. All we need to know is our angular momentum 
algebra. 
It is easiest to consider the 3 quarks out o~ which the 
baryons are made; it does not mat t er of course, here , whether 
quarks exist or not . Let us call the t hree basic quarks p, n and 
X, in small letters, and the physical nucleons P and N, in big 





"-u 'V3 (5) = = 
Pv o/4 
n o/5 v 
"-v lj/6 
where the suffix u = spin up, v = spin down. We consider the 
rest frame of the particle where the spin matrices are j ust • 
The physical baryons belong t o the 56 dimensional r epresenta-
tion . The highest state (highest weight , in mathematical language) 
of this r epr esentation clearly has spin 3/2 , isospin 3/2 and 




J- a J j (j+l) m(m+l) J j, m - 1 ·> 
space us ing L _ , and get 
f3 -.t+ ·r· [~ p Pu \ N)h = 
• N~l- ~ ["u Pu Pu J • • = > ( 1.. (7) 
where the curly brackets denote a completely symmetrical state, so 
that t he state in brackets above is short for 
It i s because there are 3 terms here that t here is a 1/J 3 
outside in equation (7) -- t hat is where Cl ebsch- Gordan coefficients 
come from. 
Now do a spin reduc t ion using ~-- on equation (7) and get 
" {} r lj r f"' r C\ } 4- ~~ r (\ C\ f ~ p C\) 
== ~nY\y-f"'r~} +-VL fn~r~r"'3] 
where ther e ar e now 3 t erms inside the first curly brae t and 
6 . ~+ in the second . · Now N 11 2. of equat ion (8 ) has exactly the 
same r3 , Y and s3 as the proton ~. they are degenerate on the 
weight diagram. So they are orthogonal , and 
p 
Similarly by t aking the orthogonal state t o that obtained 





f'or the neutron . 
Converting into the notation of' equation (5) , and r ememb ering 
that indices appearing t ogether , above or below, are to be 
symm~trised , e write (9) and (10) as 
p = 1 -~ 3 ( J2 1511 "'241) 
N . = 1 (• *521 + h*224) {3 




~< J 2 *511 - w241 > < J2 ljf511 - *241) 
~< 2 1511 w511 - J2 1511 w241 - J2 






As it stands., equation (12) corresponds to the highest 
representation in the reduction of' 56 x 5b , i. e . to 2695, with 
....abc 1 tensor r epresentation T ~ The e ectromagnetic curr n t trans-def' • 
f'orms af3 35, the spin zero octet corresponding to t he charge 
f'orm :factor, and the spin ·one octet corresponding to the magnetic 
moment f'orm f'actor. So; to couple to 35 invariantly, we have t o 
reduce, e·.g. (12) to a t ensor of' the f'orm T~ , whicr.a. belongs 
to 35. Thtbs we do by applying all possible combinations of'delta 
:run.ctions two at a time to equation (12). Clearly; then, the 
only terms to give a non-zero contribution are t hose with 2 or 
more indices equal, and so we get 
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(PP)35 = 5 1 ) 2( T5 + 2T1 + T2 f2 + ~ 4 + '1.'1 1 
= 5T1 + T2 + ~ + 2T5 1 2 5 (13) 
Similarly 
(iN )35 - T5 + T2 + Tl + 2(2T~ + rrt:) - 5 2 l 
Tl 5T2 2~ 5 = + + + T5 1 2 4 (14) 
From the way in which the spinor (5) was constructed• we see that 











here Q i s given by equation (6). So, exactly as f'or• SU(3), we 
see that the magnetic momentR of' proton and neutron are given by 
( 5 2 
~ 
1 -1 
proton tr 0 1 -1 
2 - 2 1 0 1 
= 9 
( 1 5 I 2 
I -1 Neutron tr 0 
\ 
-1 





~(p)/~(n) = - 3;2 • 
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4. Tlle Covariant Magne tic.Moment QPerator. 
Let us begin by s tating our notation:-
all hermitian 
real 
The hermitian e lectromagnetic current is then written 
between states of' momentum p1 and 2• F1 and F2 are real 
2 functions of' q , and qv = (p2 - P1)~ • 
(16) 
The Dirac equations f'or t he spinor and conjugate spinor are 
= - m1jf 
• • • -Y fJ. y v o v 1j1 = 
and o/ yf..l. of..l. = ml 
= ml Yf..l. 
1< 0 - i (j' 0 ) 
fJ. f..I.V V = ml Y fJ. 
where in both cases we have used the relation 
yf..l. Yv = s +i<Y' f..I.V f..I.V 





-l[a m IJ. + i o !J.V av] 
_I [-a · + icr!J.V '\ J m IJ. = 
• •. W YIJ. \jt = ';(yl+\jt) + ('~yH:) • 
2 
\jt 
= ..!.< w I -iP - (). q I \jt > 2m IJ. IJ.V v 
whezte p = 
J:.L 
spinor states, we may write 
-- PM - 1 CJHVqV 
2m 2m 
momentum , 
and substituting this in equation (16) gives 
(20) 
So between 
This is in a covariant form now, since under the little 
group , PIJ. is invariant, and the coeffici ent of' the second term, 
F1 + F2 , is the total (Dirac + anomalous) magnetic mome t , when 
F1 and F2 are taken at q
2 = o. 
I 
We now cast ~IJ.V qv into a f'orm where its behaviour under 
the little group is manifest . We must, at this stage, refer back 
to equations in Chapter V. Substituting JIJ.V = % v~v in the 
def'inition V(l3A) of WIJ. {since the orbital part of JIJ.V does not 
contribut e), we have 
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w k = 1 e K 'AJ..LV J A. IJ. P v 2T V (13A) 
1 
£1-<AIJ.V o-- AIJ. p v = 4! 
1 
£ K YAJ..I. a-- Af...t p v = IiT (22) 
Now le t us use the r e l ation 
(23) 
(23) substituted into (22) gives 
= 
(24) 
Now l e t us turn to the functions X defined towar ds the end of 
Chapter v. From equat i ons V(60) and V(l7) we have 
ir 1 eJ..I.Vf<J' [ W f ' I o-J 1 XJ..LV = 7 .[ wJ..L, wv J + 2 
1 ( £ WK PA. + 
1 
£ £ .w pf31 ::: -i7 !J.V KA 2 1-L v e 6' e Q'-CL!3 a. 
1 ~ WK. PA. + <a a 13 _ §'J..Lf3 gva. ) w p~ 1 = ~ eJ..LVK'A. 1.10. v a. 
- i f . ~ £1J.VI< 'A. w K PA. + ( WIJ.PV - w p ) ~ v J..L 
• 
\.v 
p = 1 (-M2)w • • ill- 7 .J..L (25) 
since WVPV ::: 0 
• 
WJJ. - i xJ..Lv p • • - v (26) 
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So from (24) and {26) 
= 
The space part of' thi!3 current is 
.· 
i 
= x.jq . 
~ . J 
= 
+ 










f.; .. (F1 + F2 l iY5[ i "--; - 21<1p X]iw> (Jo) 
Under the little group, P~ is a constant, being the c.~.m. 
--"' ___, 
momentu~, and q transforms as a vector. of course is a vector, 
so the coefficient of F1 is constant, and of (F1 + F2 ) transforms 
-? 
as a vector. X is the covariant spin oper ator; and the above is 
therefore manifestly covari ant. We may then evaluate the ratios 
of the coefficients of F1 and (F1 + F2 ) in any frame, and so we 
choose the rest frame, where we obta in precisely th.e results of the 
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previous section, since as we saw in Chapter v, in the rest frame 
• 
So the results of the last section are val id at all momentum 
tranafers , an also , t he charge form factor , of , say , the neutron 
(F1 (q
2 )) is always zero . Notice that F1 + F2 gives the total 
magnetic form factor , not just the anomalous one . 
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CHAPTER VIII 
SU,6) AND THE 3-POINT VERTEX 
We shall now gather together our remarks on SU(6) to consider 
how to form the Lagrangian for the interaction of a meson with a 
baryon-antibaryon system in an SU (6) i nvariant way. 
1. Choice of Lagrangians 
For simplicity , l e t us consider the SU(4) subgroup of SU(6) , 
corresponding to non-strange particles . Her e SU(6) boils down to 
-? 
a symmetry between spin and isospin, or between a- and • We 
may use this a s a cr iterion to decide which Lagrangian to choose. 
We will therefore take the vertex BBM where M is alternately 
a meson with spin and no isospin ( e ) and isospin and with no 
spin (~), and expect to see here the interchange 
symmetry. For each meson there is a basic freedom, since we may 
choose either direct or derivative interactions. This is a well-
known phenomenon in field theory, and we can easily see how it 
comes about. 
First, l e t us consider the operator WIJ. between spin 1h 




eJ.(k!J.V JA.JJ. pv = 2I (1) 
1 
~AIJ. v a-- AIJ. P v = zrr 
l 
eK v'AIJ. a--AIJ. Pv = zrr (2) 
Using the identity 






Equation (4) gives 
WJ..L - % y5(yJ..L YA + aJ..LA )PA 




\Vhen this acts on a spinor state of momentum p, we may substitute 
the Dirac equation 
= m \jr (p) 
so equation (6) gives 
WJ..L 'ir (p) = % y5 (imyJ..L + PJ..L) \jr (p) 
= % y5(myJ..L - a~) w(p) 
(7) 
(8) 
We know already, but in any case it is clearly seen from 
equation (8), that WJ..L transforms as a pseudoveetor under the 
Lorentz group. We therefore couple 1 WJ..L o/ to a pseudovector, 
which we call ~J..L' and the invariant interaction is 
(9) 
which, by partial integration of the second term, gives 
(10) 
In order that aJ..L ~J..L is non-zero, ~J..L must trans f orm as aJ..L~' 
where ~ is a pseudoscalar field. In this case 
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0 
We note that equation (11) is thr ee condit ions , which 
el iminate the spin 1 field from the fi eld which transforms as 
(1,~ , 1h) under the homogeneous Lorentz group , and is known to 
contain both spin 0 and spin 1 parts. Here we are left only 
with the spin 0 part . So let us put 




where 11: is the pion field, and 1..1. its mass . Subst i tut ing (12) 
in (10) gives 
= (13) 
where we have used the fact that o2?t = 1..1.2?1: • Equation (13) gives 
us the usual couplings of' direct and derivative type . Th·ere is 
nothing special about the relative coefficients ot' these two terms, 
since each term separately is an invariant . In fact , one term may 
be transformed into the other by the Foldy-Uyson transformation 
{see e.g. Schweber {1961), P• 301 ), and since this transformation 
is a unitary transformation on the Hamiltonian, the s - matrix will 
r emain unchanged, and the direct and derivative couplings are 
eq~ivalent t o first order in the scattering. This is the statement 
of the equival ence theorem, and it is important that the coefficients 
of the two terms in equation (13) are not r elated , otherwise the -
equivalence theorem wil l not hold. 
This has taken care of' the pion field. To complete it, let 




Ta find the corresponding interaction Lagrangian for a spin l 
field, we consider, instead of WIJ., WIJ.V -i / ] = ~ L wj..l, w" • From 
m 





1 = - :--2 4m 




The invariant is now formed by taking the product of this with the 
field ·~~~ , an antisymmetric tensor of second rank. So the 
inva~ian interaction i ·s 
which, by partial integration of the second term, becomes 
(18) 
where v.. = l 0 52 ,... 1J. V j..LV (19) 
We again have our two familiar types of coupling f or a spin 1 
field, but let us note that the field is J2 ••v d t v ,... an no · IJ. J 
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s o the f i rst term in (18) is the direct coupling and t he second one 
is t he derivative one . This is the other way round f'rom what we 
ar e accustomed to in electrodynamics. In t hat case, fL ~v becomes 
F~v and V~ becomes A~ , the vector potentia l. We may rederine 
the fi elds this way as long as we are deal i ng with a vector fi eld 
of non-vanishing mas s M. (For the freedom we have of defining 
spin 1 fie lds , see the papers by Kemmer (1938) and (1960) J I n 
this ca s e Proca ' s equa t ions are 
o n 
v JL ~v 
(o v - a v ) 
~ v v j.L = 
(20 ) 
To bring out t he analogy with electromagnetism, we may redefine 
fi elds 
v M-% V • 
(JJ j.L v M% R j.LV = ' = f..l. j,.L . 
so as to give equat ion (20) the f orm 
a 2 
) rof..I. V = M vf..l. v (20') (o v - 0 vi-L ) = ro~v f..l. v v 
wher e now t he second equa t ion (20 ' ) is gauge invariant , but the 
f irs t is not unless M = o. 
Hence the SU (6 ) interaction or spin 1 fie l ds necess itates 
non-zero mass for the f i eld. rr t here were to be no ot her grounds 
for ruling out electr omagnetism, this would .suf'f' ice, but in f'ac t 
we know that electromagnetic i nteractions do not respect SU(3) in-
variance , and also the l i ttle group :ror massless particles is not 
SU( 2) but E(2), as discussed before . 
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We may write equation (18) generally ., :f'or the case of mesons 
with spin but no isoapin, ae 
= (21) 
where the i's in equations (14) and (21) are arranged to make 
the expression hermitian, using a rea+ meson field. 
2. Form of the Interaction 
To write down the combined interaction Lagr&ngian corresponding 
to the desired symmetry between spin 0 mesons with isospin and spin 1 
--::> 
mesons without isospin ( o-~ -z; symmetry) we combine equations 
(14) and (21) term by term, taking the two direct and the two 
derivative terms together. Let us do t his in detail for the 
derivative coupling 
= + 
Taking now the representation in which y 5 is diagonal, 
i .e. Yi = e_ 2£f'(; Y4 ~ f l' y5 = e 3, we Jjl.SY set 




is a left- handed chiral spinor, a is the particle anniililation 
operator, and 
1\ . * b = i (J'2 b 
is the time-reversal antiparticle annihila tion operator. wL 
and ~R are converted into each other by the parity operator y4• 
Writing ~out explicitly the bilinear forms, and separating their 
space and time components gives 
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t.f~t = c crt f'd)'~q- ~{fL) 
~R 
z f i(~t1L + r: fp_)) - C~ti fR+ )Y)-6'; {~R_) 1 
- { z (fj-1c +-f: fR) J - C ~:if~L -cf{iJ <{~~_)) 
(2.3) 
and 
Lfl,§;-f "'"r[fNL -f/f~~_)) {{/<i'fL +-t{R-t--.:'fR.) ~ (24) 
So on put ting g2 = g4 , { 1 of equation (22) becomes 
{\ "' ; f- {fitfL +- {~tf~~_) Vo - {1titl,(L- tf:Ci'fR) V 
f- c~!JifL-tf:-r;_t{R):a.A +{cfL+iJ!T{L +-'ftiJ?r_<-{R.).rJ:j_ J 
. (25) 
' 
wher e v4 = iV0 and a4 =-iot • The expansion for the spinors 
WL and ~R ' as we may see from equation (41), page 84 ; is 
% / /\ \". J 
WL(p) - (~r4 ) [ apeipx+bpe- ipx 
= {l )-% !" . ipx - ~ e-ipx] ' R(p) m Y4 ape f 
and so 
wher e a and b are annihilation operat ors for particle and 
antiparticle, and 
A ~ 





is the time revers~a antipartlcle annihilation operator. 
Similarly for the mesons, we may write 







where the sum is over the three polarisation states of a massive 
spin one particle . 
Now let us consider only the "creation " channel, i . e. let us 
pick out of equa tions (29) -BO) only tho e terms correspond~ng 
to the process 
In the rest system of the meson, the only contributions 
-) 
V , since we can eliminate V
0 
by the Lorentz condition, The overall exponentialis 
eipx - ip 'x + iqs 
and so 
p + p ' 
)J. )J. 
and in the rest :frame, 
meson 
= 0 














(meson mass ). For the vector 
l 
qll) 0 ( = 
{L) 
= )J. q2 j' etc. {I-/ 0 q3 = 
ai )J. n • 
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' Picking out the t erms in (26) - (29) marked with a red 
cross, the expression (25) takes the form 
since p = ....:;,' - p , and where 
the frame p = o, (31) is 
gJ,LB. + ( :E ·! + 
and (25) takes the form 
= 
A 
b ~ -p 
_, - ) 
c = e-, 0 • q= In 
where the second term corresponds to the annihilation channel, 
and is the time reversed fir s t term (Ryder, 1965). 
Equation (33) exhibits t he desired interchange 
symmetry, and under SU(2) transformations 
w(x) --:) 
then 
and so (33) is invariant. But clearly terms in the Lagrangian 













are not SU(6) invariant since, if the momenta of a and a+ 
are time-like, that of the meson is space-like. This part of the 
Lagra~gian is called { 2 , and viola tea su( 6). It so happens 
tha.t .. in the stat.ic 
scalar mesons Z 2 
Since i 1 and ~ 2 
limit i~ give~ ~ero contribution. (With 
is invariant, and i 1 breaks the symmetry). 
are related by cros.sing, su{'6) symmetry 
is not compatible with crossing, and therefore necessitates a 
non-local field theory, such as that of the Zachar iasen model 
(1961), where (_ 1 but not d._ 2 is present. This is discussed 
by GUrsey (1965b) and Schroer (1964, 1965). 
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APPENDIX 
THE UNITARY GROUPS AND YOUNG ' S DIAGRAMS 
The group SU{n) is the group of all unitary n x n matrices , 
with complex elements . 
n-dimensional space by 
Let us denote a vector in this complex 
xi and its complex conjugate by xi ; 
(xi ).:x:-. thus xi = Under a transformation bel onging to the group , 
the vectors xi and xi get t ransformed into the vectors xi' and Y1
1 
according to 
i ' xj (1 ) X = a.ij 
' 
fr- -1 ( 2 ) xi = a.ij xj = CL ji xj 
because unitar ity of a. implies 
d.+ -1 * -1 (3) = a. or a. ij = a.ji 
(The symbol convention is + f'or hermitian conjugate and ~ f'or 
complex conjugate ; we use the Einstein summation convention ~. 
In the vector space we can define mixed tensors 
which transform according to 
A a.f3 • • • '¥ 
ij ••• 
= 
Very special tensors are &i .,.ij ••• k j , "" and E • ij ••• k , 
they ar e unchanged under a transformation of' the group. (The ~;; 
symbol has n components) . We have 





= det a. £ij ••• k 
= 
because of the restriction to unimodular transformations. 
A representation by a mixed tensor will in general be 
f'i ij ••• k reducible because of the existence of' the tensors o j , £ 
and e.~ k• For simplicity, le t us deal f'irst with SU(3 ), 
~t.l••• 
where these tensors are now b~, eijk and £ijk• 
With the help of' these tensors, we can construct , f'rom the 
general mixed tensor Aa.r3 . • •·Y with p upper and q lower ij ••• k 
indices, the mixed tensors B, C and D, where 
has 
has 
Bf3 • • • .y 
j •••• k 
(p-1) upper and 
cY· •• • ~ 
IJ.ij ••• l 
(p-2) upper and 
~a.f3 •••• c 
•••• t 
= 
(q-1) lower indices 
= £j.UI.f3 A':'f3y ••• s ij •••• l 
(q+l) lower indices, and 
= £mij Aa.~ •••• s iJk .... t 
is a tensor with (p+l) upper and (q-.2) lower indices. The tensors 
B, C and D are linear combinations of the elements of' the tensor, 
A, with. p upper and q lower indices. The transformation properties 
of' B, C and D are however different f'rom those of' a tensor with p 
upper and q lower indices. The tensor A is therefore r educible, 
unless B, c and D are identically zero . 
B = 0 when A ij3 • • • y ij ••• k = o, thus when the trace of' A with 
respect to the indices a. and i is zero. c = 0 when A is symmetric 
in the indices a. and f3 ; and D = 0 when A is symmetric in the 
indices i and j. 
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So, to construct bases for irreducible representations of 
SU(n), we take mixed tensors which are 
(a) totally symmetric in all p upper. indices, 
(b) totally symmetric in all q lower indices , 
(c) traceless. 
For SU(3) this give s t he well-known dimensionality formula 
N ' .... 1h(p+l)(q+l)(p+q +2). 
It is clear that there is an intimate connexion between the 
representations of SU(n) and the symmetric group, since irreducible 
representations of SU(n) a re obtained by symmetrising indices ln 
a space of n dimens ions. The usual tool for dealing with the 
symmetric group is the use of Young's diagrams, and we shall now 
indicate, without pr oof, which can be found in the textbooks, how 
to use Young's diagrams with SU(n). 
A Young's diagram is a collection of boxes, and the number 
of boxes is equal to the number of tensor indices. Corresponding 
to a general tensor, we have a general diagrBllll, say 
-,-,_j fi b OXe--1 -t L b &"X e.-1 
f; b o-x-e.-, 
wh i'ch is symmetric with respect to interchange of boxes in the 
same row, and antisymmetri c with respect to interchange of boxes 
in the same coltimn. With our tensors, we see we have to symmetr i s e 
in certain indices; but Hund's analysis (see, e.g., Hamermesh, 
Group Theory, p. 231) shows us that symmetrisins on a certain 
combination of indices is equivalent to antisymmetrising on a 
ttcon jugate" combination of indices; thi s is where Young's 
diagrams become relevant. 
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We write,for introduction, a correspondence between simple 
diagrams and tensors: 
0 
CI1 a. ,{3 symmetric 
CO - - -0 Aa.{3 . • .y a. ,{3, •• y " 
T\- ( B 
0 
n J§ 
1-, ox..._ l ' I 
8 
A a. conjugate to Aa. 
1 unit tensor 
antisymmetric in a. ,{3. 
We now state the rules for decomposing product diagrams into 
their irreducible parts, and give examples for SU(3) and SU(6), 
quoting the formulae for dimensionality. The behaviour of the 
general case is evident from that of SU(6) . 
Diagram Multiplication 
Consider the decomposition of the product representation 
\ A 1 b o x-e~ 
r-------------~---
.§ A,_ 
To obtain the reduction of the product representation for U(n) , 
we add to the [ 1-t ] Young diagram 
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A.l identical symbols a, 
A.2 II II {3 
A.3 




in this order; such t hat 
(1) 
(2) 
a regular scheme is formed with no two identical symbols in 
the same column, 
symbols 
if all the added/are read from right to l eft in consecutive 
rows, starting at the top, we obtain a lattice permutat ion of 
i.e. such that among the first r terms, the number of times a, 
occurs is n21 ~ than the number of times {3 occurs; similarly 
{3 does not occur f'ewer time s than y, e tc., for all r. 
In SU(n), a column of n s quares has dimension 1. Also, we 
may never have a column of > n boxes. 
SU(3) 
Dimensionality formula:-




Cl 0 CCI 8 
3 X 3 - 6 + ! 
-
8 D EP 8 
3 X 3 = 8 + 1 
r:P tP OJ l l r ftP w E±±1 rn 
~ & '1=t + ~ 8' --X -:::: / 0 + I 
[[[] []IJ I \ I I 1=.1 ~ EEfD EEB 
-L-d' -t-- 2 to , - )) (-.o ... 
\=tD ~ §IF ttfP 00 
(ro X t O -- ',, 1. ~ I 
SU(6) 
Dimensionality formula:-
f, b ox-e.-1 
f2-- ., 
__ I i3 '• 
f'-f .. 
-~ - f) 
ft; ,, 
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N = I { 1,- f-c '- 1) (~~-f) .J- 2-)C-{-, -:f-'< +) )( f, -~;-+ 4){f,-f6 ~ 1) 
') ~ lf ~ ~!L-) 
)\ (~)_ -1-3 f-l X{1-- f-lf r'L ){__ h ~ 1-s- + 3 )( fL- ~'A-~) 
?\ (_ {:?, - t~ +--1) ( {-3 - -f-)- r- 'L ) C -?J - fc +- J) 
x Cfy- f,-J-~ ( 1y- k ..- 2) 
)< a r - ({ -1- 1) • 
[] 0 CD 8 
G 'X lo !.t 4-. 
~ 
CJ 
( )< (, - )) -1 1. 
3) 
[ I I r I I I I I I I I I I' B I I I I ffiD EtE 
) b x· Tb - {(- , 1.- +- ( o :J 0 +- 1/ j q +- ~7o 
[ I I I IJJ T l I 
,__ '----'--
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